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MVPA Honor Role of Convoys
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Agenda

• 2009 Convoy – TMC’09 – SITREP
• Future Convoy projects for consideration
• Near-future plans – 2012
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Along the route in Salt Lake City, UT



Project “After Action” Report (AAR)

Presented by
Terry Shelswell, P. Eng.

TMC’09 Project Director 
and

“Convoy Commander”
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Ready to go – Washington, DC
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Executive Summary

The 2009 MVPA Transcontinental Motor Convoy (“TMC’09”) project was authorized 
by the MVPA BoD as a major group event, with the hopes that it would generate 
internal and Public interest and enthusiasm much like the 1992 Alcan Convoy 
(Rondevous’92) project did. 

This goal appears to have been accomplished!

The TMC’09 project was prepared and executed in a successful manner, evidenced by 
the teamwork among the Volunteers, camaraderie among all participants, regardless of 
duration on the Convoy, the cheers, tears, waves and salutes from thousands of people 
who wished the Convoy well – from DC to Ligonier, PA to San Francisco. 

This project was conducted during the worst global economic recession in 70+ years.

An After Action Report (AAR) was prepared to identify key elements of all phases of 
the project and attempts to provide an objective critique of these elements. This will 
undoubtedly assist others in the preparation of follow-on convoy projects.

The financial cost / benefit of this project is yet to be finalized.
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Some data

• We had ~ 225 MVs join the Convoy … with 42 going the full distance!

• We traveled through 11 States plus the District of Columbia.
• We had a WW I MV on the road every day. 
• We passed through or stopped at approximately 350 towns or cities or 

villages. That’s 350!!!!!

• We had the fabulous help of around 50 local teams for our meals and 
lodging and static shows at each of our stopping points & rest days. 

• We parked our MVs along the curb of Constitution Avenue and left DC 
with a Police escort that most people only see on television. 

• We crossed this great country in a 2 – 3 mile long column without 
reservation or restriction and in many places with Police escort. 
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Some more data

• We had “line to line” Police escort in MD, PA and IN.
• We drove our Convoy carefully through a herd of cattle west of Austin NV, 

across an Army base in UT that very few people even know about and 
traveled along and over sections of the Pony Express Trails. 

• We met 2 people that remembered the original Convoy of 1919.

• We had almost all of our meals provided to us at little or no cost to us.
• We consumed 4,956,234 bottles of water (an estimate) and some part of 20 

cases of SPAM.
• We built a replica ¼ ton MBT from donated parts from our MVPA Vendor 

Community with painting & labour from the First Division Museum in 
Cantigny, IL. We then towed this trailer from the First Division Museum to 
SF and then carried it to Evansville to be displayed during the Convention.
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A little more data

• We celebrated the 4th of July in a military town and had almost exclusive 
use of our Nation’s TOP GUN school grounds – Fallon NAS.

• We traveled on 1.1 miles of the exact same road that the original 1919 
TMC team drove over.

• Our friends at the Alameda NAS & USS Hornet Museums hosted a great 
finale with a banquet, premier cot accommodations aboard the Hornet and 
wine & cheese with President Roosevelt aboard his “floating Whitehouse”, 
the USS Potomac.

• … this Convoy didn’t go to the “event” – it was the “event”!
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2009 Convoy – TMC’09 – SITREP

• After Action Report (AAR) prepared and issued to 
MVPA HQ.
– 39 subjects were discussed, each with a summary of 

“Things gone right” and “Areas of improvement” included.
– See following slides for key elements, including:

• Preparation – Core Team creation & management
• Preparation – Pre-registration & Registration
• Preparation – Participant MV Preparation
• Preparation – Media Recording of Convoy - Development 
• Execution – Order of March
• Execution – Integration of chase / support vehicles
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Preparation -
Core Team creation & management

Things gone right
• EVERYONE did their part on a timely basis.
• Calls were well-attended. Conference call 

approach worked as it should.

Things to be improved
• Should have our photographer on board to be a 

part of the planning.
• Should have a Public Relations / Sponsors’ 

representative.
• Should have a March Unit Leader representative. 
• Should have a finance member.
• Should have an assistant project leader.

Commentary
• A project core team was created by soliciting MVPA Volunteers. The team 

consisted of Advance Party, Merchandizing, Lodging, Route pre-run, Vehicle safety, 
Mapping, “Spares and Repairs”, Website maintenance, Refueling planning, Return 
trip planning, Museums’ contacts and communications.

• This group met by conference call ~ bi-monthly and then monthly in the last 
months.
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Preparation -
Pre-registration & Registration

Things gone right
• Participants appreciated the early 

material.
• Participants appreciated the 2 

registration cost levels.

Things to be improved
• On-Convoy registration must be 

managed by a dedicated team to avoid 
confusion.

• Increase registration costs to cover all 
costs of the convoy.

Commentary
• For all of 2007 and much of 2008 the MVPA membership was requested to identify 

themselves as pre-registered participants. Then, all pre-registered participants were 
asked to pay and thereby register.

• Full route registration cost was set @ $100 per MV and Partial route registration 
cost was set @ $30/MV/day, regardless of number of personnel.

• Each registered participant received a simple thank-you note, an event window 
sticker and shoulder patch set via mail.

• Registration was accepted while on the Convoy.
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Preparation -
Participant MV Preparation

Things gone right
• Most of the MVs operated well, 

notwithstanding that many MVs needed 
on-route support from maintenance. 

Things to be improved
• Stress in the comms the need for the MVs 

to have at least 500 miles logged just prior 
to Convoy launch – emphasizing the 
TMC’09 MV problems experienced.

• Enlist the support of local MVPA affiliates 
to encourage participants to log miles on 
MVs.

Commentary
• All participants were requested to prepare their MVs by driving them at least 1,000 

miles before joining the Convoy – to “shake out” the MV. Not all participants did 
this and several MVs experienced fuel and other problems that would have been 
easily identified with such mileage accumulated in advance of the Convoy.
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Preparation -
Media Recording of Convoy - Development

Things gone right
• A professional photographer was used, 

independent of the Convoy participants.

Things to be improved
• Planning must include the photography 

team having their own vehicle to allow 
pre-positioning ahead of the Convoy.

• Planning must include a photographer 
team that includes 2 or 3 people – to 
improve coverage. This team should also 
include a writer to update the daily blog.

Commentary
• An effort was made to secure an external video production company to record the 

Convoy in video and pictures. This proved to be difficult as several companies 
wanted a large cash retainer to field a crew.

• It was assumed that many members would take personal video and photos and that 
this material would be available for consolidation.

• A photographer was finally identified, courtesy of a stopping point POC. 
• A DVD of the trip was planned.
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Execution –
Order of March

Things gone right
• Use of “vehicle march units”.
• Use of signage on the lead and tail 

MVs of each march unit.

Things to be improved
• Coupled with improved daily route 

maps and march unit leader & tail 
gunner training; improve ability of 
each march unit to operate 
individually and out of sight of the 
other elements of the Convoy.

Commentary
• The Convoy was comprised of “vehicle march units” – groups of similar-type MVs 

and our civilian chase or support vehicles.
• The column varied in composition and quantity each day.
• The column was arranged as follows: Police escort, local escort, Convoy 

Commander, motorcycles, sedans, 2.5+ ton, 5/4 ton, ¾ ton, ½ ton, jeep, chase / 
support civilian vehicles, the maintenance team and finally, the Convoy “tail 
gunner”.

• Vehicle march unit signage (Convoy Ahead / Convoy Follows) was used.
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Execution –
Integration of chase / support vehicles

Things gone right
• Integrating the chase vehicles into the 

Convoy.

Things to be improved
• Improve signage for chase / civilian 

vehicle march unit. Suggest window-
mounted flags “Official MVPA 
Convoy Vehicle”, yellow flashing 
light on roof & magnetic door-signs.

Commentary
• Initial plans called for the civilian vehicles to remain outside of the MV Convoy, 

but that group quickly realized how much of the Convoy experience it was missing 
– so it was integrated near the rear of the column.

• This march unit was outfit with a leader, tail gunner, comms and “some” signage.
• These vehicles were sometimes directed to take a less difficult routes, requiring that 

team be self sufficient during those times.
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TMC’09 - Finances

• $22M budget was granted to this project to cover T&E, special Convoy 
cost items.

• Participant registration was expected to cover all registration material costs, 
without profit.

• TMC’09-branded items were procured and offered for retail sales during 
the Convoy. Sales were expected to cover all costs and deliver a profit to 
the MVPA.
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TMC’09 – Finances - Budget

• $22M budget was granted to this project to cover T&E, special Convoy 
cost items, including:
• $ 3,739.96 – Postage & supplies
• $ 6,153.26 – T&E and promotion
• $ 8,324.39 – on-Convoy expenses
• $ 2,253.52 – misc. expenses (early filming & legal fees)
• -------------
• $ 20,471.13 

• Expenses totaled $20M, vs. $22M budget.
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TMC’09 – Registration Income vs. Costs

• Registration cost was set @
• $100 / MV to cover the entire route.
• $30 / MV / day for day-by-day participants.

• Registration costs included:
• Registration kit materials.
• Postage for hard copies of group comms to a small % of participants 

without email.
• No profit was assumed to be generated.
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TMC’09 – Registration Income vs. Costs

• 223 participants registered.
• 127 paid $100 registration fee.
• 96 paid $30 registration fee.
• $16,865 total registrants’ income generated.

• Registration costs included:
• $12,543 for registration kit material.

• Expenses totaled $12.5M, vs. $16.8M income.
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TMC’09 – Retail Sales Income vs. Costs

• The following TMC’09-branded items were offered for retail sale during 
(& after) the Convoy:
• T-shirt, Plastic travel mug, Chip clip, Postcard set, Lapel pin, Sticker, 

Hat, Pen, Pencil, Children’s button, Golf shirt, Coffee mug, License 
plate & Frame & Convoy Pennant.

• Total cost of retail sales goods = $39.5M
• A detailed matrix of assumed retail sales per day and assumed replacement 

sales per Convoy participant was used to calculate the order quantity per 
item.

• A team of Convoy participants offered these items for sale most days @ 
both the lunch and overnight stops.
• Sales time was sometimes limited due to inclement weather or 

available time before the Convoy moved on.
• $26.7M of sales has been recognized as of 28 Feb’10

Sales has NOT (so far) covered costs.
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TMC’09 – Retail Sales Income vs. Costs

• Actions to reduce the remaining inventory:
– Near-term

• Continue to offer material for sale in SL.
• Continue to take inventory kits to major 2010 MVPA or MVPA 

affiliate events for local sales.
– Mid-term

• Purchase TMC’09-branded items from HQ and add graphics of 
next Convoy to these items. Sell these items as a part of the next 
Convoy’s registration kit.

– Long-term
• Provide items as special gifts, etc, and …
• Write off outstanding inventory balance per GAAP.
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TMC’09 – Retail Sales - Lessons

• Limit retail sales of Convoy-branded items to T-shirts, per the 
AAR recommendations.
– Supplement with MVPA-branded items to increase selection.

• Limit convoy-branded gifts to shoulder patches and location-
specific license plates – both a very big hit on TMC’09.

• Improve the team assignment for retail sales to allow them to 
arrive at the next stopping point in advance of the Convoy and 
stay a little after the Convoy has departed – to simply increase 
the sales opportunity window.

• Revisit daily sales assumptions.
• Improve profit margin by using MVPA Vendors.
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Agenda

• 2009 Convoy – TMC’09 – SITREP
• Future Convoy projects for consideration
• Near-future plans - 2012
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Future Convoy projects for consideration

• General theme:
– Conduct a major MVPA-sanctioned cross-country MV 

Convoy every 2-3 years.
– Each Convoy should have a historic military relevance.
– Each Convoy should be at least 2 weeks in duration.
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Future Convoy projects for consideration

• Candidate future Convoy projects:
– Travel the Alcan Highway
– Retrace major troop movements during the 1941 Louisiana 

Maneuvers
– Retrace the 1920 US Army Transcontinental Motor 

Convoy, from DC to San Diego, CA
– Travel “Route 66”, from Chicago, IL to Los Angeles, CA –

a route used during WWII for troop & material movements.
– Re-”retrace” the 1919 US Army Transcontinental Motor 

Convoy route
– Retrace the 1912 “Army Road Test” from DC to 

Indianapolis, IN.
– …

Develop & maintain a “10 year Convoy” plan!
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Future Convoys – likely timing

Alcan Highway

Reprinted with permission.
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Future Convoys – likely timing

Route 66

Celebrate the 100th anniversary of the 
1919 Transcontinental Motor Convoy!
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Agenda

• 2009 Convoy – TMC’09 – SITREP
• Future Convoy projects for consideration
• Near-future plans - 2012
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2012 – the next MVPA Convoy!

Celebrate the ALCAN at 70 …
Travel the ALCAN and nearby routes!
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2012 – the next MVPA Convoy!

• Tentative departure 
date is Saturday, 4 
August, 2012.

• Marshalling point 
@ Dawson Creek, 
BC.

• Northern route 
explores non-Alcan 
roads.

• Southern route 
along the Alcan.

• ~ 30 days & 3,700 
miles round trip.
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• Finalize route and tentative list of stopping points.
• Establish the early members of the Core team for this project –

calling upon the many TMC’09 participants that offered to 
help with the “next” project.

• Develop, with the MVPA HQ & BoD team, a more expansive 
Sponsor recruitment program.

• Contact both the CDN & US Armies to develop support.
• …

2012 MVPA ALCAN Highway Convoy
Near-future “to-do’s”

… using the success of the 2009 TMC’09 Convoy 
project, begin with the Topeka Convention to 
generate a high level of interest in this Convoy 
and the follow-on Convoy projects that are 
planned.
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• Provide table space at the upcoming MVPA National 
Conventions to advertise upcoming Convoy projects.

• Cover cost of design & hardcopies of a TMC’09 summary for 
inclusion in Sponsor packages for the ALCAN Convoy 
project.

• SL and / or AM editorial support to create several related 
articles to further encourage participation.

• HQ staff to assist with managing the early registration process, 
including funds receipt.

• Provide support for future convoy merchandize programs.
• Provide support to secure Sponsors of these Convoy projects.
• …

2012 MVPA ALCAN Highway Convoy
Requested HQ support – an early list



Questions?
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The MVPA (www.mvpa.org) is an organization with its mission “To provide an international organization for 
military vehicle enthusiasts, historians, preservationists and collectors interested in the acquisition, 
restoration, preservation, safe operation and public education of historic military transport”. We have over 
9,000 members globally and over 35 years as an organization. The MVPA is a registered US 501(c)(10) 
organization. 

For more information contact the Military Vehicle Preservation Association at 1-800-365-5798 or visit our 
web  site at www.mpva.org.  

http://www.mvpa.org/�
http://www.mpva.org/�


28 April 2010 1

Military Vehicles Preservation Association (MVPA)
presents the

90th Anniversary Tribute TransContinental Motor Convoy

Retracing the route of the first US ARMY Transcontinental Motor Convoy 
across the United States, along the LINCOLN HIGHWAY.

1919

Washington, D.C

2009

San Francisco, CA
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TMC ’09 Maintenance After Action Report (AAR) 
02/06/10 

 
The purpose of this document is to record mechanical problems that occurred with the 
HMVs that participated in TMC ’09.  Additionally, comments are also included 
concerning how the Maintenance Section was run and how it could be made more 
efficient.  Over 125 HMVs participated in the convoy with about 35 going the entire 
route.  This document is based on the responses of 41 of the convoy participants.  The 
statements supplied are the writers’ opinions and they are responsible for the content.  It 
is suggested that readers go through the entire document and pay special attention to the 
problems that occurred and to suggestions given. 
 
Observations:  

1. Ethanol caused trash in the fuel system to dislodge and clog fuel filters. 
2. Foreign-made ignition parts should be avoided. 
3. Vapor lock could be reduced if hoods were opened and engines allowed to cool at 

all rest stops. 
4. When in doubt, refuel at rest stops. 
5. At every stop, check bolts, nuts and fittings for proper tightness. 
6. At every stop get out of your vehicle and get some exercise. 
7. When you put new parts on your HMV, don’t bring the worn out parts for back-

up, get new back-up parts. You took them off for a reason.  
8. Drive your HMV at least 350 miles at 40 MPH spread over 3 consecutive days 

and within 30 days of the convoy departure date. 
9. Be prepared to help in whatever capacity needed while on convoy. Ask leaders 

what you can do to help. Just because you paid your money, doesn’t mean 
someone else has to do all the work. 

10. If you feel moved to participate in extended convoys, leave your “Trailer Queen” 
at home and invest in a working HMV. 

 
It was an honor and a privilege to be a part of this historically significant event.  I am 
grateful to Maintenance Section members: Davis Cowles, Bob Field, Bernie Field, Ken 
Field and to our Convoy Commander, Terry Shelswell, for their constant support and 
selfless devotion to duty. 
 
Maintenance has your six! 
 
I Remain, 
Dennis A. Boots 
MVPA # 29127 
TMC ‘09 
Maintenance Officer 
940.368.6888 Cell 
dennis@dentonboots.com  
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                                  MB & GPW 
 
Raymond Barth, Texas  
E. rbjfp@earthlink.net 
Joined convoy in Gretna, 23 June 
Departed convoy San Francisco 11 July 
HMV, 1942 Ford GPW 
No  problems 
I carried all parts I thought necessary including fuel pump, water pump, belts, hoses, fluids, 
brakes, gaskets, etc.  Did not need any. 
I do all my own restoration work including mechanical, paint, etc. 
The Maintenance section was great knowing they were there if needed. 
I saw no need to improve based on what we did and where we went. 
The parts trailer was impressive and was a good place sleep . 
I don’t think I could carry too many parts because if I don’t need them someone else might 
I can’t comment on handling it any better because I didn’t require use or maintenance but all 
appeared to go well. Even if some vehicles seemed to be restored during the convoy. 
As for advise to future convoy member;   If you plan to drive your HMV at all, restore it properly 
the first time.  Don’t just buy it and do a brake job or change the oil.  If the vehicle is done 
correctly there will be less problems.  And most of all drive it.  Don’t expect a vehicle that sits in 
a garage for months on end to perform properly.  A “museum quality” vehicle usually means it 
looks great and doesn’t run. 
 

Name Daryl Bensinger, Pennsylvania     
Email   Daryl@DLBensinger.com 
Date and place you joined the convoy?  June 13 - DC 
Date and place you left the convoy?  June 16 - Wooster OH 
 HMV make, model and year?  1953 CJ3A made to look like MB 
  
Problem, cause, action taken?   Front tire wear - wheels toed out 
                            Ran with problem until night stop in Greensburg and adjusted toe-in. Will check 
later to see if adjusting tube is thread-stripped. 
 Where did you get replacement parts i.e., I brought them or I borrowed them or I used a local 
parts store? Didn't need replacement parts 
 Who worked on your vehicle, if you know?  Me, my sons and Tom Wolbolt 
 Was the Maintenance Section helpful or not of significant help when needed?  Not needed for 
this particular item. 
 What improvements can be made to the Maintenance Section. 
 Did the parts trailer benefit you?  No but it was good insurance 
 Would you utilize the parts trailer on another convoy? Yes 
Did you bring the right parts? 
 Did you bring too many parts? yes 
 Could parts have been handled better, and if so, how? Must ensure a basic stock of parts in 
trailer. Dealer donations were less than I'd hoped for.A consignment of basic parts to equip trailer 
is needed with leftovers being returned to dealers. 
 Finally, what advice would you give the next convoy members in relation to HMV preparedness 
and maintenance.  
Fuel usage - without 5 gallon jerry can we would have run out during convoy.  
 The jeep we used has been assembled and running for over 4 years. It has already done a 
convoy to Dayton show. Has a history of being depended upon. It isequiped with yellow strobe 
lights for safety. 
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Name: Greg Brubaker, Utah 
Email: aeroinc@aeroimage.com 
Date and place you joined the convoy? 
I drove my Willys MB from Ogden, Utah to Evanston, Wyoming and then broke down when I met 
the convoy on July 1st. 
Date and place you left the convoy? 
I left the convoy at Ely, Nevada on July 2nd. 
HMV make, model and year? 
I had a 1944 Willys MB and a 1943 Willys MBT in the convoy 
Problem, within about 1 mile of the fill up, my MB began missing and losing power.  It would idle, 
but above about 1200 RPM it would miss and not go any higher RPM. Many things were 
suggested and tried.  I bought and replaced a distributor cap and points, rebuilt the fuel pump, 
checked and changed the timing, checked the spark plugs, and other stuff that I cannot 
remember at this time.  Anyway, nothing seemed to work.  I even started questioning if I had 
accidentally put diesel in the fuel tank as I do own a diesel truck and thought I might have 
accidentally put the wrong fuel in. Fortunately, an auto restorer helped me go through the same 
things that the maintenance team worked on, but he then suggested looking at the coil.  I thought 
the coil was an all or nothing deal, but it was worth a try.  I went to a nearby Napa Auto Parts 
store and they had a 6 volt coil and a carburetor rebuild kit.  I bought it them and the guy helped 
me installed the coil.  My MB started purring like normal and ran fine.  
Problem, cause, action taken? 
Ever since I bought my restored MB, it had a starting problem.  It would turn over very slowly and 
drain the battery fairly quickly.  I replaced the battery and checked out the starter.  Mine is a 6 volt 
and it showed pulling about 330 amps on starting.  I assumed a bad starter and so I got one off 
Ebay.  Upon installing the so called rebuilt starter, it would not run at all and I found the brushes 
were not even touching the armature on the new starter.  I had the old starter checked out on the 
bench and it appeared to be working as expected so I reinstalled the old one.  I noticed that the 
floor started switch would heat up a lot when starting and once at night actually got hot enough to 
glow red.  I had ordered a new switch and decided to install it.  Once it was in, my MB turned over 
quick and it has worked great since.  I found out that one of the connectors in the switch was 
actually internally broken and causing a gap that caused the whole problem. 
 
 
Name -----------Chuck Chapman, Michigan 
Email------------------cfcgc@aol.com 
Date and place you joined the convoy?---------------June 17, 2009 Delphose, OH  
Date and place you left the convoy?-------------June 19, 2009 South Bend, IN  
HMV make, model and year?------------Ford, GPW -1944  
Problem, cause, action taken?---------Electrical system not charging, unknown reason-new 
regulator and generator. Kept the battery charged during stop time. 
 
 
Name Steve Earl, Illinois 
Email  flakrabbit@aol.com 
Date and place you joined the convoy?  Was suppose to meet at Indiana and Illinois boarder 
Juen 20th, broke down on the way to meet the convoy the day before. 
Date and place you left the convoy? 
HMV make, model and year?  1942 GPW 
Problem, cause, action taken?  About 3:00 PM Friday, clutch rod broke not far from my house, 
tow bared her home and drove to an old local parts store (been in business 50 or so years so had 
a rod on the shelf).  By 5:00 PM thought I would be back on the road. 
Clutch rod was an easy fix but found a bigger problem, the throw out bearing some how got 
jammed and the return spring broke.  
Had spare parts, figured I had 12 hours for the repair, was up to the challenge, removed the 
transmission from under the GPW, took most of the night. Somehow I screwed up when 
reconnecting the transfer case, the inter lock pin jammed the shift rails and that's all she wrote.  
Next day watched the parade drive through Geneva with a tear in my eye as I stood on the side 
of the road and waved. 
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Name     Lanny Moore, Virginia 
Email     ermllm@verizon.net 
Date & Place Started    June 12, 2009  Washington, DC  (Ft Belvoir events) 
Date & Place left   July 9, 2009  San Francisco, CA  
HMV make, model, year  1945 Willys jeep 
Problem, cause, action taken  Problem I:  vapor lock 
     Action:  first – rerouted gas line away from engine 
     Second- by passed fuel filter on firewall that was  
     leaking air into the gas line, solved vapor lock issue 
     Problem II:  starter bendix broke, bought one from  
     Louis Larson and we installed it together 
Replacement parts   purchased from convoy member Louis Larson 
Who worked on jeep   David Dorsen , Louis Larson, Kenny Field 
Maintenance Section help  Outstanding trouble shooting, etc.  
Improvements    Discuss in more depth how problems will be  
     addressed on future convoys – before trip 
Parts Trailer    Was great, maybe more work bench space needed 
Bring right parts   No – did not bring starter/gen parts 
Brought to many parts   Brought 3 tubes, wheel bearings, gas line stuff and a 
     lot of tools that were not needed 
Could parts etc been better  Suggest participants actively provide their   
     intentions and list of parts etc in advance 
Suggestions for future Convoys Let Capt Boots and the Field’s run it. 
     WHAT A GREAT BUNCH OF FINE MEN 
 
 
Name......Saul A. Marquez, California 
Email......lamedog43@adelphia.net 
Date and place you joined the convoy?......10 June 2009, Washington 
D.C. 
Date and place you left the convoy?......9 July 2009, Alameda (San 
Francisco) California 
HMV make, model and year?......1941MB/1945GPW (composite) 
Problem, cause, action taken?......Dead battery at rest stop, (only  
one time)...push started, voltage regulator adjusted by David Dorson 
that evening. No more dead batteries. 
Problem, cause, action taken?......Burn out headlights twice. Both  
times probably caused by wash board type dirt roads. According to Louie  
Larson it happens a lot because of the rough suspensions WWll jeeps  
have. Louie's advice is very valuable for any one of us that own a  
WWll jeep with a 12 volt system. The lights are the same as  
motorcycles. I went to a local Auto Zone store and bought each light 
for only $8.95. Lanny Moore found his for even less at a different 
store. I installed them my self.      
ETC, ETC until you have listed all problems......One last problem I had 
was the carburetor, which was adjusted by Louie Larson. I encountered  
no other mechanical problems. 
Where did you get replacement parts i.e., I brought them or I borrowed 
Them or I used a local parts store?......All my parts or oils I 
purchased at local auto stores.  
Who worked on your vehicle, if you know?......Louie Larson and David 
Dorson 
Was the Maintenance Section helpful or not of significant help when 
needed?......Very helpful! 
What improvements can be made to the Maintenance Section......I can  
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Think of none. What I saw and experience reminded me of my times in the 
military. When a vehicle went down, it was repaired and made 
operational quickly.  
Did the parts trailer benefit you?.....Yes, I did take advantage of  
its shelter and I did store some of my items in there.  
Would you utilize the parts trailer on another convoy?......Yes,  
same as before and yes, if I had parts for storage.   
Did you bring the right parts?......The few parts I brought with me  
Which I kept in the jeep, I never used and no one ever ask me for. 
Did you bring too many parts?......In any road march, you never ever  
Bring enough or you forget about the little things like head lights. 
Could parts have been handled better, and if so, how?......At our  
driver's meetings before "At the count of three"..1,2,3 
HOOORAH!...Question?  
Any one in need of any part for any type of vehicle, see (designated  
person) 
Finally, what advice would you give the next convoy members in  
relation to HMV preparedness and maintenance......Go through all  
your vehicle's maintenance systems. 3250+ miles....you better think of 
spending some $$$$. That is what I did. Besides that, I drove the h--l 
out of my jeep well  over 200 miles before I shipped it to 
Maryland.....I recall an incident where this gentleman was waiting for 
the convoy at one of our lunch stops. He had this beautiful pristine, 
museum looking WWll jeep and a team of people were working on it. The 
jeep would not start. We all had our lunch and 1st gear was called. 
They had to trailer it again. At the next stop they finally got it 
going. I found out later that the jeep was only being run on special  
occasions.....WRONG!.....You have to run your vehicles periodically or 
they will fail you when you need them the most. 
  
 
Name -----------Mac McCluskey 
Email------------------macevon2@charter.net 
Date and place you joined the convoy?---------------July 3rd Fallon, Nevada 
Date and place you left the convoy?-------------July 8th  Alameda NAS 
HMV make, model and year?------------MB  "42" 
Problem, cause, action taken?----------Low oil pressure, ????,  Lew suggested I put a washer 
under the bypass spring 
Problem, cause, action taken?-------------leaky Radiator, hole, Stop leak 
 

From Gary Nelson, Minnesota  
E-mail -garynelsonjeep@hotmail.com 
 I joined the convoy on 6-9 at Laurel Park and left for home on 7-9 from Alameda Naval 
Base. I drove my 1945 Willys M.B.I had several problems along the way which could 
have very easily curtailed my trip had I not had the excellent maintenance help we had 
along. 
 1. My generator went out in Gettysburg which caused my battery to go dead. I switched 
batteries with Louie Larson and a friend of one of the convoy guys drove for an hour to a 
Sears store and picked me up a battery and a battery charger and brought it back to me. 
Dennis, you also stopped here and lent assistance--thanks a lot for all your help. It was 
greatly appreciated. That night, Daryl Bensinger drove two hours back home to Narvon, 
Pennsylvania and picked up another generator and brought it back to me. Louie and I had 
it back in my jeep by 10:30, good to go. 
 2. My crankshaft pulley broke a big chunk off of it by the time we got to Wooster, Ohio. 
I didn't have one and couldn't find one. Again, Daryl Bensinger helped. He had his jeep 
trailered and was ready to drive home with his family and heard of my problem. He and 
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his boys took the pulley off his jeep and gave it to me. What a guy! 
 3. Some days after that my coil burned out and found me along the side of the road 
again. 
 Louie Larson, Kenny and Bob Field and Bernie all stopped. You probably did too. Louie 
quickly found the problem and luckily, I did have a spare coil. Good to go again. 
   4. I ended up getting a flat tire along the way further West and quickly changed that. I 
was able to replace my bad inner tube in my tire a few days l 
  5. This problem comes under the category of being unacceptable and I don't think I'll 
ever have this problem again. I ran out of gas five times (probably a convoy record which 
I'm embarrassed to have) About two thirds of the trip through, I managed to get a handle 
on this problem, as I was getting close to getting discharged from the convoy. That would 
really be a bummer. 

 I think it would be pretty hard to find any improvements that could be made to our 
maintenance section. You guys along with Terry Shelswell deserve a super medal and a 
big THANK YOU. The parts trailer did benefit me as it carried a couple of jerry cans that 
I acquired along the way as well as my six volt battery that I recharged. I never saw that 
again. No problem, as I was happy to donate it to the convoy for all the help that I 
received. I would definitely use a parts trailer like that again on another convoy. I did 
bring along a lot of good thing that I used. Although, I should have brought along more 
spare jeep parts. I think spare parts were handled well but an inventory list of what was 
available either on the trailer or owned by an individual on the convoy would be very 
helpful. 

 I guess I would tell a future convoyer to be to thoroughly check, maintain,  and service 
your vehicle as much as possible. Also bring a list of numerous venders of parts for your 
vehicle or vehicles and their addresses and telephone numbers because there is always 
some part you forget to bring along. 

 

Name ..........Rocky Nelson, Virginia & Orie Nelson, Kansas 
Email (Orie)....... ori_jan_nel@yahoo.com 
         (Rocky)...... rockenynelson@yahoo.com  
Date and place you joined the convoy?.....June 23th .Gertna, NE 
Date and place you left the convoy?.........June 26th .Grand Lsland, NE 
HMV make, model and year?...................!941 Ford GP, Second Series, Ser. # 14279 (Prototype) 
Problem, cause, action taken?.............None 
Problem, cause, action taken?.............None 
ETC, ETC until you have listed all problems. 
Where did you get replacement parts......None needed 
Who worked on your vehicle, if you know?.............Self 
Was the Maintenance Section helpful or not of significant help when needed?....Not Required 
What improvements can be made to the Maintenance Section.........No Suggestion 
Did the parts trailer benefit you?.........Not Required 
Would you utilize the parts trailer on another convoy?........No, We attempt to carry all parts 
Did you bring the right parts?.......We did 
Did you bring too many parts?.......No such thing as "too much" 
Could parts have been handled better, and if so, how?.......No Suggest 
Finally, what advice would you give the next convoy members in relation to HMV preparedness 
and maintenance.  
   Vehicle must be in top, A-1 condition, every aspect of the vehicle. 
   Anticipate every possible problem and prepare for it. Bring all parts and tools to address 
problems. 
In conclusion:  My intentions are to compile the information you provide me and return that 
information to you and at some  
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point write a brief article for our MVPA publications so that our fellow collectors might be better 
prepared for future events. 
 
 
     Would offer a couple of comments regarding "rest halts."  Think they should be overtly referred 
to as "Maintenance Halts."  While getting out and stretching legs and relieving bladders is 
important, vehicles NEED to be looked after too - remember the are as old or older than the 
drivers in many cases...  I saw far too many folks disregard their vehicles at the halts.  A quick 
once over at the halt can pay big dividends in catching a small item before it becomes a big 
problem.   
     At EVERY halt the driver/co-driver must at a minimum: 
     - In warm/hot weather, open the hood.  Let air circulate, this may mitigate the likelihood of 
vapor lock. 
     - Check fluids - engine oil at a minimum; depending on your vehicle also check radiator, brake 
fluid, and transmission   
        levels, and possibly battery fluid level.  Top off as necessary.  
     - While under the hood, check hoses and clamps for serviceability and overall condition of 
engine bay area.    
     - Check tires for condition and inflation.  Have you picked up any glass, nails, etc. 
     - Check wheel hubs.  Are they hot to the touch? You could be getting ready to lose a wheel 
bearing.     
     - Check lug nuts.  Are they loose?  If so, tighten. 
     -  Check the undercarriage of the vehicle.  Are you throwing fluids?  Have you picked up any 
brush or debris (remembering at  
        times we are on gravel or dirt roads)? 
     -  Walk around the vehicle, look for problems.  Repair what you find well enough to get you to 
the lunch or evening stop to  
        allow for a more complete fix. 
     - Last, but very importantly, check your gas/diesel level.  If you can add a couple of gallons, do 
so.  Use every opportunity  
      to keep the tank full or near full.  We should never run below 1/4 tank while on the convoy, 
and try to keep at least 1/2 tank.   
  
     This list is generic and each vehicle will undoubtedly have some specifics or quirks that the 
driver will need to watch.  It is also by no means comprehensive, but likely contains the high 
points.  I would recommend each operator develop their own checklist (preferably written) to give 
a once-over at the maintenance halt.  Total time for a maintenance check at a halt is rarely more 
than 5 minutes and is a good investment.   
  
     One additional item relating to what should be required equipment.  Every vehicle should have 
at least one SERVICABLE gas can and a functional filler neck or funnel.  During my short time on 
the convoy, I was shocked by the number of vehicles that did not have a serviceable gas can of 
any type.  I saw many cans strapped onto vehicles, but the great majority were only for show and 
were empty.  This is not acceptable.  Even the 1/4 tons need to have at least one can (preferably 
two), and bigger vehicles should naturally have more.  Remember we are not talking about a 
Sunday afternoon drive (I also believe you should have a full can for those too, but its not as 
essential as for a convoy). 
     I would also recommend the maintenance recovery vehicles have a couple of jerry cans 
each of gas and diesel (clearly marked with which is gas, and which is diesel so there isn't a mix 
up on a vehicle).  This would allow an out-of-gas driver to get back on the road quickly and then 
replace the gas to the maintenance team at the lunch or evening stops. 
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Name Frank and Florence Simon, California  
Email   fandfsimon@sbcglobal.net  
Date and place you joined the convoy? DC  
Date and place you left the convoy? SF  
HMV make, model and year? 1942 GPW Navy Jeep  
Problem, cause, action taken? none  
Problem, cause, action taken? none  
ETC, ETC until you have listed all problems.  none  
 
Where did you get replacement parts i.e., I brought them or I borrowed them or I used a local 
parts store?  Didn't need any  
 
Who worked on your vehicle, if you know?  No one  
 
Was the Maintenance Section helpful or not of significant help when needed?  n/a  
 
What improvements can be made to the Maintenance Section.  Did not use  
 
Did the parts trailer benefit you? Yes, by transporting my parts that I brought.  
 
Would you utilize the parts trailer on another convoy?  Yes  
 
Did you bring the right parts? I think I did,  I brought what I thought would most likely fail.  What I 
saw were people who broke down and didn't check the parts trailer.  They went to local parts 
stores.  Frenchie needed a length of 3/8 fuel line and they were about to head to town.  I 
happened to be there and got some out of my box.  One thing I considered bringing were rear 
axles, but I couldn't imagine any breaking on the highway.  As it turned out, two that I know of 
broke.  Both were made in Korea, and the shaft-to-flange weld broke.  

Did you bring too many parts? As it turned out, yes, but if I do it again, I would take the same 
stuff.  

Could parts have been handled better, and if so, how? It seemed OK to me.  

Finally, what advice would you give the next convoy members in relation to HMV preparedness 
and maintenance.  Put Dennis Boots in charge.  

Why did I not have problems on the trip? .... As you know Jeep means "Just Empty Every 
Pocket".  I emptied every pocket and went through the entire jeep, restoring every major 
component from the frame up.  I then ran it for 1 year, getting out all the bugs, and there were 
plenty.  The components I used were tried and tested, but still, the following parts failed during 
that 1-year test period: coil, speedometer, fuel gauge, water pump, fuel pump, carburetor, 
transmission, radiator, and the engine developed a noise.  That's not saying much for my 
mechanical ability.  After all that, it ran flawlessly for that crucial 3250 miles. 

                                        M38 
Name -----------Gary L Allen, Kansas 
Email------------------   col.gallen@yahoo.com  
Date and place you joined the convoy?--------------- 22 June 09, Omaha, (Gretna) NE  
Date and place you left the convoy?------------- 27 June 09, Cheyenne, WY  
HMV make, model and year?------------ M-38 1950 & M-416 Trailer 1967  
Problem, cause, action taken?---------- Burned out tail light bulb on Trailer.  
Problem, cause, action taken?------------- Replaced the Bulb  
 Etc, until you have listed all problems.--------------Thats it, she purred like a kitten  
Where did you get replacement parts? I brought it at NAPA during lunch stop.  
Who worked on your vehicle? I did.   
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Was the Maintenance Section helpful or not of significant help when needed?----------------Didn`t 
need any help !!  
What improvements can be made to the Maintenance Section.? Looked good to me.  
Did the parts trailer benefit you?-----------------Not needed.  
Would you utilize the parts trailer on another convoy? Yes, if needed. I Would feel good having 
one along.  
Did you bring the right parts? NO, Forgot the light bulbs.  
Did you bring too many parts? Never too many !!  
Could parts have been handled better, and if so, how? Tough question, No comment.  
Finally, what advice would you give the next convoy members in relation to HMV 
preparedness and maintenance.  I think it is an unsafe action to have the civilian trailing 
vehicles following as part of the convoy and not observing the traffic laws and signals.  Strip maps 
with times schedules and CB radios (in front & rear) can guide this group while they observe all 
traffic rules.  It works in our RV cross country convoys.   

 My MV is a daily driver so I put about 2,000 miles per year on it. So I can repair it often thru out 
the year.  

P.S.  I think you did an out standing job. 

 
 
 
Name- Bill Thatcher, Michigan 
Email- wrt1@comcast.net 
Date and place you joined the convoy? June, 2009 in Delphos, OH 
Date and place you left the convoy? June, 2009 in South Bend, IN 

HMV make, model and year? Willys M38, 1950 

Problem, cause, action taken? Took over towing of companion's MBT trailer, but had no trailer 
lights due to voltage difference (6 vs. 24.) Went without trailer lights. 

PLUS, two companion Jeeps suffered 1. LF brake shoe too tight (adjusted at S. Bend) 2. chronic 
overheating (changed thermostat and had me tow his 1/4 ton trailer) and 3. no charging of 6v 
battery while running (ran in convoy w/o lights on, removed and charged battery in hotel room 
each night)  
We brought thermostat, borrowed 110v charger for 6v battery from another driver. 
Who worked on your vehicle, if you know? We worked on our own. (Group of 5 guys) 
Was the Maintenance Section helpful or not of significant help when needed? I was not able to 
find anyone who could diagnose 6v charging problem and no 110v charger was available through 
trailer. 
What improvements can be made to the Maintenance Section. Bring along 6v, 12v and 24v 
battery chargers. 
Did the parts trailer benefit you? Yes, as additional resource if needed. 
Would you utilize the parts trailer on another convoy? Yes, if needed. 
Did you bring the right parts? Yes, but companions did not. 
Did you bring too many parts? No. 
Could parts have been handled better, and if so, how? Unknown. 

Finally, what advice would you give the next convoy members in relation to HMV preparedness 
and maintenance.  

1. Make sure each vehicle is driven several times and have at least 100 miles in 30 days prior to 
joining convoy. This would help "flush out" problems not apparent when looking at it in the 
garage. This would have showed the overheating problem, the charging problem and LF brake 
shoe problem. 2. Make sure all tires are balanced properly. 
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                                     M38A1 

 
 
Clyde Andrews, Washington 
bcandrews@nctv.com 
13 June 09 WA DC 
08 July  09  Lincoln Park, CA 
Willy, M38A1, 1952 
Alternator bracket loose,  poor design, call Bernie & Bob 
Oil line cracked, vibration from NV gravel roads, pull off road until Field Family arrived. 
local parts store 
I'll take a bow to them any day 
Get them bigger trucks? 
Piece of mind 
Yes. I don't want to haul all those parts. 
I sold a spare tire, but didn't use any myself 
evidently 
no experience 
Do as told and drive that 1,000 miles before the first "first gear". 
 
 
William G Boots, Iowa 
w_boots@hotmail.coml 
Rochell, Illinois  14 June 2009 
15 June 2009 at Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
M38A1  1952  Willys 
It was 80 miles to Rochell from Davenport and my maintenance problem was in Route. I broke a 
cotter pin (the eye broke and also the legs) 
so I couldn't get it out. Alpha repair suggests a bungee cord to hold it together till I got to Rochell. 
No other problems for the total 500 miles. BTW - I got 18.3 mpg 
The Ladies that were selling T shirts gave me a paper clip to solve the problem. 
I did not bother the maintenance crew because they were still out on the road. 
The parts trailer benefited me because it carried my parts and they were available also to others 
The parts trailer was very well organized and I will use it next time  
Did you bring the right parts (NO) I did not even think to bring an assortment of cotter pins) 
Did you bring too many parts (Probably) 
Could parts have been handled better, and if so, how? I think the boxes were a good idea. In fact 
most of my spare parts are still in that 
box and I carry it with me now in the back seat 
Finally, what advice would you give the next convoy members in relation to HMV preparedness 
and maintenance.  
Prepare/prepare/prepare and inspect/inspect/inspect (Local clubs should require an inspection 
before such an event) 
. 

John McEwen, Edmonton Alberta Canada 
moparrr@shaw.ca 

Joined - July 1, Murray, UT 
Completed convoy - July 8, San Francisco, CA (1200 new miles on the odometer) 

M38A1 CDN3 1971 (Unrestored original condition - last used in Canadian military 
service in 1987). I began work on the Jeep in May, after purchasing it in the late fall of 
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'08, then storing it for the winter. Prior to my departure for Utah, I had not driven the 
vehicle more than 35 miles. 

Problem 1 - Uncertain why vehicle was bouncing. Thought it might be front axle not 
disengaging. Checked with maintenance at Austin and was referred to Louis Larson. He 
checked and found no problem. I later realized that it was a speed/road-condition problem 
causing the Jeep to rock longitudinally, and noticed that others were doing the same. 
Ignored it from then on. 

Problem 2 - Oil leak from engine side valve cover. Added oil as necessary and replaced 
gasket at home, following convoy. Other less serious oil leaks from transfer case, 
differentials and transmission. Topped up these oil levels while in Fallon. Will replace 
differential pinion seals and transfer case seals. The leaks were not serious. 

Problem 3 - Poor windshield wiper action. I knew about this prior to the Convoy and 
used RainX on my windshield. Wipers were unnecessary. I will have both motors rebuilt. 
I previously had rebuilt the fuel/vacuum pump and replaced the rubber hoses. 

Problem 4 - Leakage from the top of the fuel tank caused by old gaskets. I replaced the 
gaskets in Murray before the Convoy arrived. I simply cut them from gasket material that 
I had brought for the purpose (using my Swiss Army knife scissors and a drill bit). I also 
used Seal-All on a few questionable seams. It still leaked a bit when full but was not a 
problem. The final solution here is to replace the tank with the spare from my parts 
vehicle. I had never filled the tank fully prior to departure and didn't realize the problem 
until we unloaded the Jeep then filled up, after our arrival on June 30. 

My name is Andy Near, Illinois, NearA@comcast.net, Joined convoy at 
Rochelle, IL on 6/21/09 left convoy at Dixon on 6/21/09.Drove a M38A1 Jeep 1952. Had trouble 
with electric fuel pump, took hose off at carburetor and let run until gas started. worked on it 
myself, did not use maint. sect of convoy, no parts used. Advice- check and make sure your 
vehicle is in top condition before you go on a convoy or trip of any distance at all.          Andy  
 
 
 
Name  Terry Shelswell 
Emailterry.shelswell@inergyautomotive.com  
Date and place you joined the convoy13 June’09 @ DC 
Date and place you left the convoy8 July’09 @ SF 
HMV make, model and year1952 Willys M38A1 
Problem, cause, action taken#1 oil filter feed line was weeping oil. This should have been 
replaced by me during the restoration or prior to the Convoy. Simply ran out of time. 
Problem, cause, action taken#1 replaced this line with on-hand spare part in Gretna, NE 
Problem, cause, action taken#2 replacement oil filter feed line’s swaged coupling @ engine block 
failed, allowing massive oil leak. This happened @ slow speed on our rest day in Rawlins, WY 
Problem, cause, action taken#2 replaced this line with on-hand field-prepared parts in Rawlins, 
WY. This worked well, although and unfortunately, the non-standard hose used to connect to the 
oil filter did not have the correct thread form and damaged the threaded fitting in the filter housing. 
This was only detected after the Convoy, while attempting to install a correct replacement part. 
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M151 (ALL) 
 

Name Ron Carlson, Kansas 
Email rcarlson@martintractor.com  
Date and place you joined the convoy? 6/25/09 Gretna, Neb  
Date and place you left the convoy? 6/26/09 Grand Island  
HMV make, model and year? 1971 M151A2  
Problem, cause, action taken? No Problems 
 
Name Jim Diamond, New Jersey 
Email jeepparts@yahoo.com 
Date and place you joined the convoy? Wash, DC 
Date and place you left the convoy? San Fran, CA 
HMV make, model 1982 am general m151a2 TOW missile carrier 
Problem, cause, new front dr side wheel cly failed(leaking)happened  
after climbing pa mountains action taken? replaced in Wooster, Ohio 
Problem, cause, my new yellow headlight failed after 1000k miles, 
replaced, next clear bulb lasted 10 min. bad headlight bucket??? 
action taken?  
Before ELY my gen belts needed tightening, also fuel inlet fitting  
needed tightening also, clutch bushing had to be taped back on to petal  
after trip my new rear tires only had a 1/4 tread left at 25 psi, all 
others 25% wear you have listed all problems. 
Where did you get replacement parts i.e., I brought them or I borrowed 
them or I used a local parts store? Brought my own parts in trailer 
Who worked on your vehicle, if you know? myself, had help in 
Wooster(brk cly),those guys were the best!!! 
Was the Maintenance Section helpful or not of significant help when 
needed? Yes, was a great outline 
What improvements can be made to the Maintenance Section. some veh 
should carry certain parts ie(ww2 jeeps gen, carb, rear axle side, ect) 
Did the parts trailer benefit you? yes 
Would you utilize the parts trailer on another convoy? yes 100% 
Did you bring the right parts? yes, I got lucky 
Did you bring too many parts? I brought the most m151 parts than anyone 
else !!!!!!!!! 
 
 
 
Name: Mike Fernandez, Utah  
Email: mfernandez@murray.utah.gov  
Date and place you joined the convoy? Evanston Wyoming  
Date and place you left the convoy? Ely Nevada (451 miles later =-) )  
HMV make, model and year? 67 M151  
Problem, cause, action taken? An exhaust manifold bolt popped off - unknown why - needed 
to re-tighten down - seems to have fixed the problem  
Where did you get replacement parts i.e., I brought them or I borrowed them or I used a local 
parts store?  N/A  
Who worked on your vehicle, if you know? N/A  
Was the Maintenance Section helpful or not of significant help when needed? N/A  
What improvements can be made to the Maintenance Section: Towards the end of the convoy 
- at least when I attached to it - the maintenance crew were not too concerned about the 
short term participates - and seemed to only worry about the HMVs that had been part of 
the convoy for some time.  Although it didn't directly affect me, I had a friend in a GPW 
who broke down and the convoy left him there without a second thought.  Since I don't 
have first hand knowledge of all the details, there is always two sides to the story.  I would 
just make sure that the maintenance crew has a plan for not only the long term but short 
term vehicles  
Did the parts trailer benefit you? No  
Would you utilize the parts trailer on another convoy? No  
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Did you bring the right parts? N/A  
Did you bring too many parts? N/A  
Could parts have been handled better, and if so, how? N/A  
Finally, what advice would you give the next convoy members in relation to HMV preparedness 
and maintenance: As mentioned above, the GPW drove from Odgen Utah to Evanston to 
meet the convoy and ran fine until it stopped.  Then the problems started.  My advice for 
the next convoy participants would be to make at least a 100 mile practice trip to work out 
any long distance issues that might arise. 
 

 
Johnny and Julia Lawrence, Alabama 
jmlawrence@mindspring.com 
Joined 10 June 2006 
Left      22 June 2009 (Physically) 
             Mentally still with you guys 
1974 M151A2 Jeep w/ 1978 M416A1 Trailer 
 Blown Convoy Light Bulb, Replaced Bulb  ( Dennis gave me a spare ) 
 Leaking right front wheel cylinder, Ohio Motor Pool mechanics replaced wheel cylinder ( D. Bensinger had a 
replacement that I bought at our stop in Wooster ) Brake fluid came from Spares Trailer. 
 Developed whine in rear differential.  Ran at slower speeds with more breaks to compensate.  Replaced 
after I returned to home base. 
 The maintenance section did not specifically have to help me but provided invaluable assistance in keeing 
the convoy moving.  It is an essential element to any event but especially one of this complexity and 
duration. 
 My main issues with the maintenance section involve some specific rules regarding the number of 
breakdowns before you put your vehicle on a trailer.  I think we need a more detailed pre-event inspection 
process to possibly advise our participants of the maintenance that is required before they arrive for the 
event.  A more rigorous inspection process.  Some type of a pre-event trial run conducted by the participants 
in their local areas so they have some idea of fuel economy and how their vehicles perform in a variety of 
situations like traffic, hills, highway, 35-40mph runs, etc.  This will help prepare for and prevent some of the 
recurring issues we had. 
 The parts trailer is a great idea and I think it was underutilized.  I did not put my spares in it due to the fact 
that we left in Cedar Rapids.  If I had been going the whole way I would have put my spares container in 
there simply to reduce my weight and gain some room in my trailer.  I brought parts I didn't need ( a bunch of 
heavy ones ) and did not have the ones I needed.  In my defense I had replaced both of the parts that failed 
within 3 months prior to going on the convoy. 
 The parts trailer is another essential part of this type event.  Not everyone has space to carry a bunch of 
spares and you don't always know what to bring (personal experience).  We might want to pre-designate 
shipping locations for parts in the towns we stop in for rest days.  That might simplify gaining access to some 
of the parts in a timely fashion. 
 My advice to future participants is simple.  Evaluate your vehicle as critically as you can.  Then ask 
someone you trust to evaluate it without you being there.  Again, ask them to be super critical.  Take this 
information and use it to put your vehicle in the best operating condition possible.  If you don't 
repair/replace/maintenance an item before you leave, then you'll probably get the chance out on the road at 
about three times the expense.  Find out who else is going on the trip in a similar vehicle and coordinate with 
them regarding spare parts.  This way you will minimize the chances of having three of something neither of 
you will need and not have one of the things that are needed.  In the end evaluate, correct the issues, plan 
for other realistically potential issues. 
 
 

Name: Dennis A. Boots, Texas 
Email:  dennis@dentonboots.com 
Date and place you joined the convoy? 10 June 2009,  DC 
Date and place you left the convoy? :  8 July 2009 SF  
HMV make, model and year?:  AM General, M151A2, 1970 
Problem, cause, action taken?  Seeping fuel at fuel line entrance to carburetor,  tightened fitting 
Problem, cause, action taken?:  No other problems 
Was the Maintenance Section helpful or not of significant help when needed?:  Always there 
when needed. 
What improvements can be made to the Maintenance Section.:  Convoy members need to do 
their own maintenance whenever possible. 
Did the parts trailer benefit you?:  Yes 
Would you utilize the parts trailer on another convoy? Yes 
Did you bring the right parts? Yes 
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Did you bring too many parts?  Never 
Could parts have been handled better, and if so, how?  I will draft a more comprehensive 
maintenance document. 
Finally, what advice would you give the next convoy members in relation to HMV preparedness 
and maintenance.  Unless your vehicle has been driven at least 350 miles at 40 mph over a 3 day 
period and within one month of the event, don’t even think about going on convoy.  
 
 

M37 
 

Name - Randy Bennett, Ohio 
Email - rbennett@kmiprinting.com 
Date and place you joined the convoy? - 14June09, Greensburg, PA 
Date and place you left the convoy? - 18June09, Victory Museum Auburn, IN 
HMV make, model and year? - Dodge M37 1953 
Problem, cause, action taken? - Trouble changing gears end of first day out, clutch out of 
adjustment, adjusted 
Problem, cause, action taken? - Lights cutting out (all of them), replaced with spare light switch - 
same problem, borrowed another, problem solved 
ETC, ETC until you have listed all problems. 
Where did you get replacement parts i.e., I brought them or I borrowed them or I used a local 
parts store? - Light switch borrowed from Dan Toland (M37 driver) 
Who worked on your vehicle, if you know? - I did 
Was the Maintenance Section helpful or not of significant help when needed? - They were busy 
with engine in command car and bearings in touring car (Wooster) 
What improvements can be made to the Maintenance Section. - They were awesome. Would like 
to have complete list of parts in trailer or with drivers, also list of vehicle plate numbers and 
contact information (cell numbers). 
Did the parts trailer benefit you? - No, did not have light switch 
Would you utilize the parts trailer on another convoy? - Yes, I was pushing time just to get my 
vehicle to the convoy. Otherwise I would have brought more parts and used the trailer. 
Did you bring the right parts? - I thought so, but in the end no. 
Did you bring too many parts? - Never 
Could parts have been handled better, and if so, how? - Only to have a better inventory, but I was 
part of the problem. I did not add my parts to the trailer and was unsure how they would be 
returned since I was not going to CA. My vehicle had only been on the road a few days before I 
joined, so the convoy was a shake-down cruise.  
Finally, what advice would you give the next convoy members in relation to HMV preparedness 
and maintenance. - Be more involved (on my part), add your parts to the community trailer and 
get an inventory list for your vehicle. Start earlier - 30 days of working 'til midnight and I just made 
it! 
 
 

Name: Henry “Pat” Underwood, Ohio 
 Email:  hunderwo@columbus.rr.com 
Date and place you joined the convoy: June 10, 2009 
Date and place you left the convoy: July 9, 2009 
HMV make, model and year:  1952 Dodge M37 
Problem, cause, action taken:       

1. Drive Shaft fell out. Bolts worked loose and the      shaft dropped out. Replaced with 
Grade 8 hardware with lock washers and locking nuts. Hardware from local  automotive 
store in Laurel, Md.   

2. Flat Tire, Bad tube and Flap, replaced with new. Tube, Flap and replacement by Truck 
Tire center. Laurel, Md. 

3. Regulator over charging (boiling batteries) Replace with Electronic unit from Midwest 
Military Vehicles Inc. UPS’ed into Laurel, Md. 

4. Head light older dimmer unit, changed in Wooster, Ohio with newer light from Charles 
Miller when he came to visit in Wooster  
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5. Generator output problem, Changed Generator in the field at Flight 93 site, Generator 
from Steve Stevenson personal spares (still on my vehicle) paid Steve for the Generator. 

6. Blown Head Gasket, analyzed by Ken Field, replaced in Sault Lake City (Murray, Utah) 
by Dave Abney and myself & Ken Field assisted with the final torque wrench settings and 
re-assembly. The head Gasket came from Dr. Laws engine gasket set he used on his 
Command Car in Wooster (Thank God) NEVER RAN OUT OF GAS HA! 

The Maintenance Section was extremely helpful with advice, guidance and assistance at all 
times. I did not use the parts trailer; I had a parts box on my M37 with everything (Too much stuff) 
although, I provided parts to several people from the box. 
 
I don’t think the maintenance section started out with Ken, Bob, Bernie, and David Field. (They 
were on a Family Vacation HA!) However, It proved invaluable to have one or more mechanics 
“WITH Parts and Tools” to handle anything along the way. As with any major undertaking of this 
type, I think the Best comes out of all of us! 
I think the Maintenance section and the Parts Trailer turned into a well run and Vital part of this 
Convoy as a result of Very Good and Knowledgeable Management guidance as the Convoy 
moved!, which is how it should be! 
The parts trailer did not benefit me personally. Although, I think it is vital to have. 
I would utilize the parts trailer on another convoy. 
I think everyone brought too many parts, some right and some wrong. However I would bring the 
same next time, only NEW! Not used or takeoffs 
ADVICE: How do you prepare 50 to 60 year old vehicles and 50 to 70 year old people for a 
Convoy?, I can only say Vehicles and People who only travel in Parades and short trips from 
home, need to be very flexible and good mechanics (as we all proved to be-somewhat!) Drive 
your vehicle on several 100-150 mile trips and DO YOUR MAINTENANCE! And be ready to fix 
whatever happens. 
Thanks…for your six!   
I hope this is what you wanted 
Henry “Pat” Underwood 
 
 
Sonny Heath, Florida 
sonny43@panhandle.rr.com 
Laurel, Md. 
Oakland, Ca. 
Dodge, M37B1, 1961 (modified with Cummins 4BT, GM Turbo 400 
Transmission and GM 411 rear differential) 
Problem: Pitman arm loosened up.  Borrowed socket (1 7/16") from Kenny 
Field and tightened it for permanent repair. 
Problem: Overheated twice due to heavy load being hauled.  Let cool and 
continued on. One time was due to Convoy Commanders vehicle stalling on 
about a 15% grade. 
Problem:  Driveshaft flange vibrated against oil pan drain plug and 
caused crack in pan which caused minor oil leak.  Several days later at 
a rest day I drained the oil and applied JB Quik Weld for a permanent 
repair, after modifying the flange with bailing wire so it couldn't 
touch any more. Bought product at local parts store.  I had the regular 
type but not the quik. 
Problem: Head gasket leak.  Borrowed two bottles of stop leak from 
parts trailer for permanent repair.  Returned the two bottles as soon 
as I got to a parts house a day or so later. 
Problem: Front brakes pulling to one side.  Adjusted them when we 
stopped for the night. 
Problem:  Master cylinder leaking slightly.  Added about a third of a 
cup of fluid two different times them kept a close watch on it. 
Problem: Right headlight worked itself loose on the washboard, dusty, 
boulder infested, muddy desert road.  Tightened up at first 
opportunity. 
I did all the work on my own vehicle (like others should have done) The 
maintenance section was helpful by lending me a socket I couldn't find 
locally to buy in Laurel, Md. 
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I'am of the opinion that the maintenance section should only evaluate 
problems, advise, maybe loan tools and watch HMV owners do their own 
repairs if need be and nothing more.  Too much was expected of them 
which led to "advantage being taken of them" I ran maintenance sections 
in the U.S. Army for more than fifteen years so beleive me, I know when 
people will stand around and expect others to do their work so they 
don't get their hands dirty.  If I had gotten wrench turning from the 
Field boyz I would have insisted on paying them for their work. 
Yes, the parts trailer benefited me. Thank God Davis was there (He 
should have gotten a jacket too) Yes, I would definitely hope that a 
parts trailer would accompany any convoy over say 500 miles. 
I brought many parts that I never touched until I unloaded them back at 
home but I figured it is better to have a truck load and not need one 
of them than it is to need just one and not have it so I wouldn't 
change a thing in that department. 
I believe the parts situation was handled in an outstanding manner but 
I have reason to believe that some people used items and did not 
replace them and thats not good. 
My advice to other HMV collectors:  Drive your vehicle hard for at 
least 500 miles during the last thirty days before leaving home and 
don't take it upon your own to boss us old people around when you 
haven't been put in charge of anything because we were probably doing 
things as stressful as the 2009 Trans Continental Convoy before you 
were out of grade school. Now, "At Ease Soldiers"  lol 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Sonny Heath 
 

WC 
 
 
David J. Dorson, Ohio 
e-mail:  djdorson@Gmail.com 
I joined on June 12, at Laurel, Maryland and went all the way to San 
Francisco. 
Dodge WC-13   1941 
Washington D.C. 
I had a broken fuel line.  The end split off of a new rubber hose from 
NAPA that had flare fittings clamped on the ends. 
I fixed it by cutting the outer crimp off and using a small stainless 
screw type clamp. 
 
 
South Bend, Indiana-6 volt head lamp burned out.  Bought one at NAPA 
and replaced it that night in the pig barn at the Mishawaka fair 
grounds. 
Western Iowa-Left rear tire went flat.  The valve stem tore out.  The 
shop that mounted the tires had not installed the flaps that I supplied 
with the new tires.  The Field brothers helped me remove the wheel and 
install the spare.  The next day we rested in Gretna, Nebraska. 
I found a farm tire shop that would work on a split rim.  I bought a 
new tube and they gave me an old flap and remounted the tire. 
 
For spares, I only brought along a spare tire and some ignition parts.  
Points, condenser, rotor, distributor cap, and a set of plugs. 
For tools I brought a jack, lug wrench, and a complete set of small 
hand tools.  I did not carry a large socket set. 
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The Field brothers pitched right in when I needed them, but they also 
helped me sleep better every night; just knowing they were along to 
help. 
I did not put anything on the maintenance trailer.  I knew that I was 
coming back by myself, so I wanted to be self contained. 
A couple of times I obtained small parts from Ken Field, to fix 
problems on Lanny Moore's  Jeep. 
I think the parts trailer was a good idea.  The whole maintenance 
section was well organized and well run. 
It might help to have a barrel on the maintenance trailer to hold used 
motor oil.  I changed oil in Wooster, Ohio, Gretna, Neb, and Fallon, 
Nev. 
Thank you Dennis and Marylyn for all your help in keeping the convoy 
going.  I especially miss hearing Marylyn's sweet voice on the radio. 
Sincerely yours 
David 
 
 
Ken Johnson, California 
Inland Empire chapter Mil. Veh. Pres. Assoc. 
Date and place you joined the convoy? – July 7th, Zephyr Cove NV 
Date and place you left the convoy? – July 9th, Alameda, CA 
HMV make, model and year? – 1941 Dodge WC-43 Telephone Installation (replica) 
Problem, cause, action taken? – 1) New brakes seated-in on down-grade to Lake Tahoe- 3 
pumps of brake pedal to get solid. Removed wheels at Pollock Pines lake and adjusted 
shoes. OK for service. 
2) Intermittent generator operation, second day. Removed voltage regulator “guts” at 
hotel, cleaned and tightened all contacts. Operated more often, but still had problems 
when hot (probably a weak voltage-detect coil). Problem outstanding. 
3) Poor engine performance first morning. Found very dirty fuel filter. Replaced twice 
that day. OK for service. 
Where did you get replacement parts i.e., I brought them or I borrowed them or I used a 
local parts store? 1) None needed; 2) Not repaired yet; 3) Bought new filters at local parts 
store. 
 
Who worked on your vehicle, if you know? - I did 
Was the Maintenance Section helpful or not of significant help when needed? – Helpful 
in ready to load my truck on a trailer if necessary when I fell out of the column in 
Sacramento, CA after lunch and I joined their section until Stockton, CA. 
What improvements can be made to the Maintenance Section. – No improvements 
requested, other than better communications between the individuals in that section 
(someone got separated from their section in Sacramento and their whereabouts were 
unknown for about 20 minutes). 
Did the parts trailer benefit you? – No, did not ask for parts. 
Would you utilize the parts trailer on another convoy? – Yes, probably (or contribute). 
Did you bring the right parts? – No, needed a voltage regulator. 
Did you bring too many parts? – Never 
 
 
Name:  Lee Hoskins, California 
Email: Hoskins@sonic.net 
Date joined: 3 July 09, Fallon, Nevada 
Date departed for convoy: 1 July 09, Santa Rosa, CA 
Date departed convoy: Took it to the end: SF  
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Vehicle: 1944 WC-51 
Problems: Blew a hole in the radiator, repaired by Bars Leak and no other problems: Drove 
vehicle 900 miles. 
Replacement Parts Source: Auto Parts Store. 
Who Worked on Vehicle: Myself 
Parts I brought: Generator, Distributor, Coil, Gasket Set, Oil, Water Pump, spark plugs, plug 
wires. 
Advise: Most convoy members need to do (a whole lot of ) maintenance on their vehicles before 
starting out. 
 Thoughts: Great fun and can’t wait for the Alcan. 
 
 
Name  Mark Sigrist, Oregon  
Email  sigrist_wild@msn.com  (note underscore "_" not a space) 
Date and place you joined the convoy?  Washington DC 
Date and place you left the convoy?  San Francisco 
HMV make, model and year?  Dodge, WC56 Command Car, 1943 
Problem, cause, action taken?  1. Regulator Not Charging Battery (at Laural Park prior to 
convoy), adjust regulator (advice of other Dodge owners) 
Problem, cause, action taken?  2. Ignition switch malfunction - Replaced with switch from 
my parts box in parts trailer (diagnosed and did work myself) 
ETC, ETC until you have listed all problems.  3. Gas line threads stripped in Carburetor 
causing air leak - diagnosed by Ken and Bernie - loaded on trailer and new carburetor 
(barrowed from Col. Barmore from his spare parts box in trailer and subsequently returned 
to the Col.).  Carb swapped in parking lot at lunch break with help from Ken and others.  I 
would not have been able to get back on road after lunch if not for the maintenance gang - 
and probably would have not been able to stay with convoy without trailer management of 
maintenance section.   
4.  Problem developed and could not be located by maintenance section or others at 
morning break.  Command Car stalled and was loaded on trailer when fault could not be 
found readily.  Electrical problem diagnosed at lunch and could not be isolated by 
maintenance crew and lots of others.  Problem diagnosed in evening as spark plug wires 
shorting out on choke cable with partial fix.  Next morning all electrical 
components swapped out (plug wires, rotor, cap, condenser, points, coil and coil wire) 
from my parts box in trailer, on advice of maintenance crew by Col Barmore, Roger 
Hershberger and others helping.   
Where did you get replacement parts i.e., I brought them or I borrowed them or I used a local 
parts store?  
Who worked on your vehicle, if you know? 
Was the Maintenance Section helpful or not of significant help when needed? 
What improvements can be made to the Maintenance Section.  In my experience, on TMC09 
there could not be any improvement. 
Did the parts trailer benefit you?  Yes - I had two parts boxes and a large duffle bag in the 
trailer. 
Would you utilize the parts trailer on another convoy?   YES!!! 
Did you bring the right parts?  Yes - just NOT ENOUGH (I had a spare carb at home, but left it 
and had to have it mailed). 
Did you bring too many parts?  NO - I could just as easily have use the other parts I brought. 
Could parts have been handled better, and if so, how?  without all owners [providing a 
complete inventory - It was kind of word of mouth on finding parts.  Having like vehicles in 
march units helped, I believe. 
Finally, what advice would you give the next convoy members in relation to HMV preparedness 
and maintenance.  A real short fall I believe was that many folks, and my gut feeling is 
those that were with us only for parts of the trip, did not drive their vehicles just prior to 
the trip to be familiar with their rigs.  Knowing that the fuel gage was not accurate or 
how many miles their truck got on a tank of fuel is pretty crazy.....  
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Col Gaston Barmore USAF (Ret), Texas 
barmoreg@sbcglobal.net 
  
1.  13 June 09 Washington DC 
2.  09 July 09 Alameda Naval Museum 
3.  1942 WC-56 Dodge Command Car 
4.  Voltage Regulator - voltage regulator relay points stuck - cleaned points 
     Oil Filter Body leaking - by passed Body 
5.  Had fittings in my spare parts box  
6.  No one worked on my vehicle 
7.  Maintenance Section not needed for my repairs but I am glad you all were there. 
8.  Maintenance Section was superb 
9.  The parts trailer was handy 
10. I would utilize it again 
11. I had the right mix of parts 
12. I wouldn't change my mix 
13. No problem with parts handling and storage 
14. Before beginning this convoy, my son and I performed Second Echelon Maintenance 
     per TM9-808.  It was time well spent as, you know, the WC-56 was not trailered nor 
     towed during the convoy from Washington DC to San Francisco. 
  
I think bringing trailer queens such as Doc's WC-56 on a convoy was grossly          
inconsiderate of the Maintenance Section; procedures should be adopted to prevent such  
vehicles on future convoys. 
 
 
1.Ken Thompson, Illinois 
5. e mail: kthomp82@sbcglobal.net 
6. Joined convoy 20 June, 2009 at Cantigy Museum, Winfield, IL. 
7. Left convoy 21 June, 2009 at Rochelle, IL 
8.Vehicle: 1944 WC56 Dodge Command Car 
9. No problems (thankfully) 
10. Action taken: None required 
11. Parts: N/A 
12. Pats source: N/C 
13. Who did work: N/A 
14: Maint. section helpful: Again, thankfully not needed 
15.Maint. Section improvements: No experience on my part to say. 
!6.Parts trailer: I did not require any parts, gratefully. 
17. Would I utilize parts trailer on another convoy: I hope I would not need it, but yes if 
req. 
18.bring right parts: Yes, since I did not need any. 
19. Bring too many parts: I guess in retrospect yes, since I needed none. 
20: Parts handled better: I had no experience in this area. 
21: Maint. improvements: For my short time, all appeared fine(but I didn't need anything) 
 
Thank you again for your service, hope this helps. Ken Thompson 
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M979 Ambulance 
 
Rich Holley, Nebraska 
Email  richholley@cox.net 
Date and place you joined the convoy?  Jefferson, IA 
Date and place you left the convoy?  Grand Island, NE 
HMV make, model and year?  67 Kaiser-Jeep M725 Ambulance 
Problem, cause, action taken? No problems 
Where did you get replacement parts i.e., I brought them or I borrowed 
them or I used a local parts store? Brought parts, probably not enough. 
Who worked on your vehicle, if you know? 
Was the Maintenance Section helpful or not of significant help when 
needed?  Not needed 
 
What improvements can be made to the Maintenance Section. 
Did the parts trailer benefit you?  Not needed for me 
Would you utilize the parts trailer on another convoy? Not a lot of 
M715-series  
Did you bring the right parts? Brought u-joints, belts, wire, coolant, 
lubricants, etc. 
Did you bring too many parts?  would bring tire tubes and fuel line 
next time 
Could parts have been handled better, and if so, how? 
Finally, what advice would you give the next convoy members in relation 
to HMV preparedness and maintenance.   Drive your truck before the 
convoy. 

 
 

M1028 
 

Brad Nelson, Iowa  
icehousenelson@gmail.com 
June 11 at Laurel Race Track 
July 9 at Alameda 
M1028 Shelter Carrier, Chevrolet, 85 
Shelter on Generator trailer to make dog tags 
Problems: 
1. Low on Anti-freeze after drive to Washington--Got anti-freeze from parts trailer--
problem solved--no further coolant problems 
2. Late shifting--installed new vacuum  line to servo on tranny--Ken Fields helped--
vacuum line purchased at local parts store 
3. Still shifting late-purchased new servo at parts store and installed myself--problem 
solved 
4. Starter wouldn't engage--Ken fields determined that I had one bad tooth on ring gear-
he solved problem by turning engine over slightly so a new gear tooth would be lined up 
for the starter--carried breaker bar and socket to turn engine if it happened again--it did 
twice and turning engine over slightly allowed starter to engage--sold truck when I got 
home so problem is solved--I did give the new owner a breaker bar and socket, but not a 
Snap-on, just a cheapie. 
5. Broke two bolts on trailer tongue in the middle of nowhere--Ken Fields cut Don Chews 
Snap-on breaker bar in half and installed it in the bolts places--Held in with duct tape--
problem solved, but now I owe Don a new Snap-on breaker bar--I did give him a new one 
and everybody is now happy. 
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Maintenance section was super--I have no suggestions to make it better. Boots--you and 
the Fields were absolutely fantastic. Very few of us, if any would have made it the whole 
way without your help. I know I would still be in the Great Salt Lake Desert. It was also 
fun "running" with you the day my trailer broke.  The trailer was great--I was able to 
store items in the trailer to "lighten the load". I would definitely use it again. 
You can never bring too many parts--I would bring more generic stuff like nuts and bolts 
next time. 
Everybody needs to provide list of parts brought so we all have access if owner says OK. 
Advice for next convoy--The convoy should not be the first trip your vehicle is on. 
Problems do not occur driving to, in and from a parade. Even at 35 MPH the vehicle gets 
worked hard after a day or two. I was amazed to see vehicles not starting, overheating 
and smoking on the first day.  
As a minimum your vehicle should be driven for two days straight on a trip of at least 
300 miles total. Don't forget to have some good hills on the route. Or better yet--have 
your teenage son drive it for two weeks wherever and as fast as he wants. 
 
Thanks again--I look forward to saluting as we start a new day on the road, 
 
Brad 

 
M35 

 
 

Name: Chris E. Brown, Convoy Vehicle Safety, Washington 
Email: odparts@aol.com 
Date and place you joined the convoy: June 10, 2009  Washington D.C. 
Date and place you left the convoy: July 8, 2009  San Francisco  CA. 
HMV make, model and year: 1987 M35A2C 2 1/2 ton American General 
Problem, cause, action taken: Minor leak in fuel by-pass line. Improper factory routing of line. 
Replaced and rerouted line. 30 minutes for total repair. 
Problem, cause, action taken: Irregular wear on right front steer tire. Improper alignment, right 
side only. 
Switched right outside drive tire with right front steer tire. 20 minutes for total repair. 
Problem, cause, action taken: Slow leak in cold weather start fuel sub-system. Back flow valve 
went bad. 
By-pass and plug system on both ends. 1 hour 40 minutes total repair time. (Note: if it ever gets 
to 20 below zero and I want to drive my Duce at the same time I will re-install the parts.) 
Problem, cause, action taken. Left headlight burned out. Normal expected wear. 10 minutes total 
repair time. Replaced light. (Note: Thanks a lot Dennis, I owe you a 24 V headlight.) 
Problem, cause, action taken: Leaking front transfer case seals. Plugged breather on transfer 
case. Cleaned breather and pumped replacement gear lube into case. 1 hour 15 minutes total 
repair time. 
Where did you obtain replacement parts: Most were on board, some were purchased from auto 
parts stores, the rest were from the parts trailer or the Fields incredible parts stash. (Note: Thanks 
a lot Ken, I owe you a lug nut.) 
Who worked on your vehicle: Mostly myself with some assistance from my son Benton. 
Was the maintenance section helpful: Words cannot describe this essential aspect of the convoy. 
While a vast majority of convoy participants were extremely knowledgeable in respect to their 
own vehicles, the maintenance section accelled in all areas and situations. 
What improvements can be made to the maintenance section: The addition of a 5 ton Tow Truck 
would be nice but not critical. (Note to self: You need one of these.) 
Did the parts trailer benefit you: Affirmative 
Would you utilize the same on another convoy: Affirmative 
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Did you bring the right parts: For the most part, yes. 
Did you bring too many parts: There is no such thing as too many parts. 
Could parts have been handled better: Orderly and professional are the two words that come to 
mind.  
Finally, in my opinion, cultivation of the maintenance and repair section should begin now for any 
future convoy and contain essentially the same cast of professionals as TMC 09. If it ain't broke 
don't fix it. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Chris E. Brown, TMC 09 Convoy Vehicle Safety 
  
 

Name : Jeff and Wendy Rowsam, Wisconsin 
Email jerowsam@centurytel.net 
Date and place you joined the convoy?  
Drove Green Bay WI to South Bend Indiana 
Date and place you left the convoy?  
Cheyenne Wyoming To Green Bay Via South Dakota and Minnesota 
HMV make, model and year?  
General Products Division of Jeep Corp, Truck, Cargo, 2 ½ Ton, 6X6, Model M35A2, 
Year 1971.  
(Non Turbocharged Engine LD465) (Named “My Green Eyed Girl”) 
Problem 1, cause, action taken? Coolant Leaks. Minor Issue. Inspect and tighten hose clamps at 
hose connection points. This occurred twice. Inspect and correct at daily stops.  
NOTE: Diesel engines require a different coolant specification from automotive antifreeze. This 
can be a problem with supplies carried in a central maintenance trailer. Heavy duty low silicate 
glycol antifreeze is generally not available at Big box stores, auto parts stores or filling stations. 
The diesel guys are aware of this issue and carried the correct fluids that were sourced from 
heavy duty supply sources. 
Problem 2, cause, action taken? Tail lights. Replaced different bulb assemblies three times during 
trip. Vibration in M35 trucks is a known problem that shortens the life of all lights including head 
lights. The right rear composite light assembly had some corrosion inside that could not be 
corrected and required a complete tail light assembly. Stop and running light was functional but 
right turn signal was not operational. We did not carry a complete spare rear tail light assembly 
and should have. This is a part common to other M series vehicles including M151A2’s and some 
M37’s and trailers 
Problem 3, cause, action taken? Horn Button in steering wheel failed. The soft mounting points 
under the cap failed from age and sent parts flying into the drivers lap. Utilized GI duck tape to 
make successful but temporary repair. The extensive use of horns during parades was not 
anticipated. A horn button rebuild kit is available to correct the failed condition and contains the 
necessary parts. Possible spare item for the group. Also other vehicles. 
Problem 4, cause, action taken? In -Tank 24Volt electric fuel transfer pump failed. Failure of this 
component will not cause the engine to stop as long as the fuel supply lines are tight and there is 
no loss of prime. The in tank pump is protected by an automotive fuse at the tank. Spare fuses 
were carried and one was replaced. Failed fuse 2 days later. Continued trip with pump non 
operational. We carried a complete spare in tank pump but did not replace it during the trip.   
 Problem 5, cause, action taken? Uneven tire wear is an issue on M-35 trucks. We rotated the 
front tires after 200 Miles to even and extend the tire life. For this reason recap tires on the rear 
are not recommended as they would not be suitable for use on the front axle.  
Problem 6, cause, action taken? Tire lug nuts. Normal and regular maintenance inspections 
found a few nuts could be re tightened after the first 500 miles. Monitor, check and retighten  at 
regular intervals.  
Problem 7, cause, action taken? Oil leak from Rear Crankshaft Seal. Caused by overfull oil level 
after pre trip oil change. Drained off excess oil to correct level. Problem is seen when the vehicle 
is stopped and the engine is stopped hot after operation. Situation did not result in any down time 
or loss of vehicle capability.  
NOTE: The slow speed of the convoy and operation of the larger trucks in small towns and on 
rough roads required an excessive amount of transmission gear shifting. Especially between 3rd 
and 4th gear. This results in an unanticipated and excessive amount of wear on clutch and related 
components such as the throw out bearing and engine thrust bearing and probably also effects 
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the rear seal. Finding a convoy speed that allows less gear shifting should be considered. Since it 
was demonstrated that an experienced team can replace these components in the field, stocking 
a spare clutch, pressure plate, throw-out bearing and crankshaft seal could be considered.  
Problem 8, cause, action taken? Failed rear axle outer oil seal (?) All Wheel Bearings were 
inspected and repacked and seals replaced prior to the convoy. At 1500 miles, an oil leak was 
noted at the right front tandem axle. We operated the truck for several more days until the leak 
became excessive and required repair. We carried spare seals, wheel bearings, grease and 
special wrenches (large socket and torque wrench) to complete a repair if required. Seal and 
bearing parts are common to all wheels on the M-35 Series. 
After leaving the convoy we disassembled the leaking wheel in northern Wyoming and replaced 
the seal. The cork seal material required in the axle housing keyway slot was found to be 
damaged. The repair required 2 hours total time. Problem was corrected. These parts are unique 
to the M-35 series and should be carried as spares. The problem was discussed with the 
maintenance team (Field Brothers) before the decision to repair was made. They suspected the 
cork seal material which was in-fact the cause of the problem.  
 Where did you get replacement parts? We purchased spare parts from specialty MV suppliers 
and some auto parts (NAPA) components prior to departure. Since we have owned and operated 
the vehicle extensively, our previous experience helped in anticipating what parts could be 
needed. 
Who worked on your vehicle?  
All work was done by myself. 
Was the Maintenance Section helpful or not of significant help when needed?  
They were helpful when I was assisting others with repairs of vehicles I was not as familiar with. 
(I’m not a Jeep guy) Good as consultants to determine if and when repairs were required or could 
be postponed. 
 What improvements can be made to the Maintenance Section?  
Outside of emergency roadside repairs, the convoy drivers should have anticipated if and when 
they would require repairs in the evening and on rest days. I observed too many people relying on 
the team all at once. There could be a situation where someone demands attention and the team 
has a higher priority and a known problem is not repaired due to too many people expecting 
assistance. The Maintenance officer should be aware and schedule some jobs before it gets out 
of control. 
Did the parts trailer benefit you?  
No. During the planning phase, the Convoy Commander indicated that the larger trucks were not 
registered in a significant enough number to warrant developing a common group parts pool in 
the trailer. So the large truck operators each operated independently to plan for, secure and store 
spares. 
Would you utilize the parts trailer on another convoy?  
Now that I know what to expect, I could see an advantage.  
Did you bring the right parts? 
Yes. Could have added a few more electrical items. 
Did you bring too many parts? 
YES!!!! We had the big items. Such as a complete starter, alternator, water pump, fuel pump, fuel 
lines and did not require them. They take up weight and space. 
Could parts have been handled better, and if so, how? 
If a driver is going the entire route and will trailer their small HMV to the starting point and trailer it 
from the finish to home, the shared parts trailer works fine. But we felt that since we were driving 
to the event and relied on our truck to be driven home as well, we were reluctant to share 
specialized spare parts that could be needed on the return trip when we were alone and without 
group assistance. Over half the mileage driven was solo. 
How the convoy route is structured and the method of vehicle movement would have an effect. 
Jeeps can be trailered home. A large 6X6 with a breakdown can not be so easily trailered home 
for repair later. We have to fix it in the field. 
Finally, what advice would you give the next convoy members in relation to HMV preparedness 
and maintenance?  
Don’t wait to the last minute! Plan what inspections and components will need attention and 
maintenance, well in advance months or a year ahead and get that work completed. If you can do 
the work yourself, you will know much more about fixing the vehicle when trouble starts on the 
road. 
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And insist on a 100 mile shakedown trip with the vehicle in a ready and loaded condition before 
you leave for the convoy. If you plan on pulling a trailer, then pull the trailer. 50 miles from home 
and 50 miles back will do a lot to build your confidence and shake out any problems. 
The maintenance team and I do meet TEAM was a great confidence builder. There was 
experienced help available if you needed it. 
Those are my observations and recommendations. We look forward to reviewing your spread 
sheet when all reports are completed. 
We operated our M-35A2 a total of 2610 Miles round trip thru 9 states during this convoy.  
And we had a blast! 
Thanks 
Jeff Rowsam 
 
 
Lamar Rowland, Alabama justloafin@centurytel.net Email  June 13, 2009  
Washington, D.C.  July, 9, 2009  S.F. Cal.  1977 Kaiser Jeep M-35-A2   Brake Light 
Switch,  Speed Odometer Cable  1 Flat Tire,  Brake Light switch local parts store,  Ken 
Fields installed it.  Speed Odometer cable,, John Chanet found it for me, Ken Fields 
installed it.  Local tie dealer fixed flat. Maint. section was very helpful.  Parts trailer was 
a great idea.  Yes I would utilize it on another convoy.  Only advise I could give would 
be, to better prepare your vehicle and bring more parts. Thanks for all you have done, 
Lamar   
 

5 TON 
Name     Bob Field     
Email    bofield51@aol.com 
Date and place you joined the convoy?    June 11, 2009    Washington, DC 
Date and place you left the convoy?    July 8, 2009     Oakland, CA 
HMV make, model and year?    1983 AM General Truck Tractor w/30' Com/RV Trailer 
Problem, cause, action taken?    None 
Problem, cause, action taken?    None 
ETC, ETC until you have listed all problems.    None 
Where did you get replacement parts i.e., I brought them or I borrowed them or I used a local 
parts store? N/A 
Who worked on your vehicle, if you know?    N/A 
Was the Maintenance Section helpful or not of significant help when needed?    Maintenance 
group was awsome 
What improvements can be made to the Maintenance Section.    Not much 
Did the parts trailer benefit you?    No, but still a benefit to those that needed the parts it 
carried 
Would you utilize the parts trailer on another convoy?     Yes 
Did you bring the right parts?    Yes 
Did you bring too many parts?    No 
Could parts have been handled better, and if so, how?     
Finally, what advice would you give the next convoy members in relation to HMV preparedness 
and maintenance.     Learn and know your own vehicle's maintenance schedule. Do your 
own maintenance on your vehicle.  Have the hood up and vehicle running at night to see if 
plug wires are arching out. 

 
 
 

MOTORCYCLES 
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John Ayres, Illinois 
jayres@afmetals.com 
Joined:    6/20/09 Indiana/Illinois border 
Departed:    6/21/09 Illinois/Iowa border 
HMV make, model and year? 43 WlA on 6/20/09 and 45 MB on 6/21/09 
Problem, cause, action taken? 43 WLA, when hot it would only run on the rear cylinder. Changed 
front plug and it ran fine until hot again. Strange problem as the bike fires both cylinders at the 
same time. I have since changed the coil as the theory is there is more spark plug resistance 
when hot and will not carry weak spark. Limped into Rochelle as the City of Dekalb had asked for 
an advance party to talk to the crowd and prep them for the main body of the convoy to come 
through. (We were two hours late) So at 35 mph it ran fine but at 60 (we were very late) it would 
get hot and fail to fire  on both cylinders. Not entirely sure it is fixed yet! 
Problem, cause, action taken?    MB ran hot coming home as I was doing 50 for a long period of 
time . Of special note was watching Lisa curl up on the back seat and go to sleep which I had 
never seen done in a Jeep before. Added water and it cooled down.   
Where did you get replacement parts i.e., I brought them or I borrowed them or I used a local 
parts store?  
Who worked on your vehicle, if you know?   Parts bought at Army Jeep parts. Mainly a 
matter of a good tune up and general maintenance and a good 200 mile drive prior to 
leaving as I did blow an oil line on that trip. I had 5 vehicles in the convoy however can 
only drive one at a time.  
Who worked on your vehicle, if you know? Most of the work done by Skip McDonaugh another 
convoy participant from Illinois. 
Was the Maintenance Section helpful or not of significant help when needed?  I never had time to 
read it in all honesty I have shreds of time. 
What improvements can be made to the Maintenance Section.  Don't know but this is a great idea 
to identify long range problems as nobody  has done this for a while! 
Did the parts trailer benefit you? No but it was nice to know it was there! 
Would you utilize the parts trailer on another convoy? Yes if I had to. You just can't carry 
everything! 
Did you bring the right parts? Did not have an extra Harley coil so no.  
Did you bring too many parts?  NO, I had my own double axle trailer and spare parts in my Van 
which became not my spare parts vehicle but our whole clubs and Skip volunteered to be the club 
mechanic so we attempted to be as self sufficient as possible. One guy had a inline fuse in his 
wiring system which blew. Did not think of that! 
Could parts have been handled better, and if so, how?  Don't know, never wanted to be in the 
position to have to use them but very happy to know you were there! 
Finally, what advice would you give the next convoy members in relation to HMV preparedness 
and maintenance. This is a tough one. In general I would say that it would be beneficial to not 
have to be locked into a set agenda as things come up and building extra time into the equation 
would help . ( My background is from Bicycle touring with all my own stuff. If you have a headwind 
or major storm there is no way to maintain a marathon at the pace you may have wanted to) 
Optimum time is June 20th for the long hours of the day. Happy to see that decision as it was 
cool and provided the most flexibility. Even on a bicycle at 10 MPH with 14 hours you can make 
some distance in a day! 
  
In closing, the Illinois chapter (NIC MVPA) had many club members and community leaders who 
worked for many months in preparation for the convoy's arrival and providing support border to 
border.  
I am sure you were warmly received across the entire country, but we hope that your travels and 
stay in Illinois; from free gas and lunch at Cantigny to dinner and breakfast at Rochelle; was 
helpful to the mission! 
This support was only made possible by thousands of dollars worth of donated services, supplies 
and time by individuals, clubs and organizations. 
We did not hear or receive a lot of feedback during or after, but realize you all still had a big 
journey ahead of you when you departed our company. 
  
Thanks for all your efforts in this historic event.  
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Scott Lackey, Nebraska 
scooterwla42@yahoo.com 
June 24, Gretna NE 
June 27, Ogallala NE 
Harley-Davidson WLA 1942 
Rattle in motor, Primary chain loose, Was unable to tighten (no tightener left) Trailered 
the motorcycle home. 
I had a new primary chain with me (one of the owners before me had changed the front 
sprocket to a less number of tooth sprocket, so I had the wrong size primary chain and 
was unable to tighten it.) 
I worked on the bike. 
I did not bother them as I was going home the next day anyway. 
Many people I overheard said the guys in the maintenance section helped them out alot. 
I had my own chase vehicle and parts since there were not a lot of bikes. 
If I go again, I would have my own chase vehicle again and parts, these parts would be 
available to the others just like this last time. 
I did not have the correct part.(wrong size sprocket on bike for my primary chain) 
No, my parts are small and did not take up much room. 
You handled the parts very well, especially with people like me, keeping the parts with 
my chase vehicle. Having the sheet with the parts inventory was a good idea. 
Look your vehicle over well and do not assume you have an original part on your vehicle, 
someone may have changed it out with something different! 
 
 
 
Name IAN WALLACE, OHIO 
Email IWALLACE@COLUMBUS.RR.COM 
Date and place you joined the convoy? LAUREL PARK/DC 
Date and place you left the convoy? RAWLINS, WY (NOT BY CHOICE) 
HMV make, model and year? 2009 ROYAL ENFIELD BULLET MILITARY 
Problem, cause, action taken? FLAT REAR TIRE, NEW TUBE 
Problem, cause, action taken? COLLISION WITH 1997 CADILLAC, TRAILERED 
ETC, ETC until you have listed all problems. 
Where did you get replacement parts i.e., I brought them or I borrowed them or I used a local 
parts store? SPARE TUBE PURCHASED AT LOCAL AUTO PARTS STORE 
Who worked on your vehicle, if you know? MYSELF, M/C SHOP IN JEFFERSON 
Was the Maintenance Section helpful or not of significant help when needed? PROVIDED AIR 
WHEN TIRE WAS LEAKING 
What improvements can be made to the Maintenance Section. NONE – MAGNIFICENT JOB 
Did the parts trailer benefit you? YES – STORED SUPPORT AND PERSONAL GEAR THAT 
COULD BE CARRIED ON THE MOTORCYCLE  
Would you utilize the parts trailer on another convoy? YES, ABSOLUTELY 
Did you bring the right parts? YES (EXCEPT FOR A SPARE LEFT LEG  ) 
Did you bring too many parts? PROBABLY TOO MUCH ENGINE OIL 
Could parts have been handled better, and if so, how? DON’T THINK SO 
Finally, what advice would you give the next convoy members in relation to HMV preparedness 
and maintenance. PREPARE A COMPREHENSIVE CHECKLIST OF ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO 
WEAR OR FAILURE, AND GO OVER IT AT LEAST TWICE, REPLACING QUESTIONABLE 
PARTS (KEEP THE TAKE-OFFS FOR SPARES). 
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42F STAFF CAR 
 

Name   Art Pope, Michigan 
Email Apope8@aol.com 
Date and place you joined the convoy? 11 jun, DC 
Date and place you left the convoy?  9jul, SF 
HMV make, model and year? 42 FORD staff Car 
Problem, cause, action taken? Generator comuntater extruded brass sections, Replaced 
Armature by shop in Laural, MD 
Problem, cause, action taken? 3 Cases of Vapor Lock, all same day in Iowa when 98F, poure d 
cold water on Fuel pump & gas lines 
Problem, cause, action taken? RF fender splash shield broke at lower metal tab,caused by 
excessive vibration on washboard gravel roads, Man at Restored Train Machine Shop welded the 
tab and I installed splash shield at rest day in Fallon. 
ETC, ETC until you have listed all problems. 
Where did you get replacement parts i.e., I brought them ......  
Who worked on your vehicle, if you know?.....see above 
Was the Maintenance Section helpful or not of significant help when needed? Since I was in 
Advance party, handled my own repairs......But the Maintenance Section was most valuable to 
the success of our Convoy...... 
What improvements can be made to the Maintenance Section. None fantastic job..... 
Did the parts trailer benefit you? Yes I had a box of parts in the trailer. Also engine oil for oil 
change.. 
Would you utilize the parts trailer on another convoy? Yes 
Did you bring the right parts?  Yes 
Did you bring too many parts? No 
Could parts have been handled better, and if so, how?  No Trailer and all the shelves worked 
perfect.... 
Finally, what advice would you give the next convoy members in relation to HMV preparedness 
and maintenance. Make lots of TEST trips in your MV of 100 to 500 miles to prove out your fixes 
and overall performance BEFORE you join the Convoy.....  
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Project “After Action” Report (AAR)

Presented by
Terry Shelswell, P. Eng.

TMC’09 Project Director 
and

“Convoy Commander”
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Group photo – Washington, DC
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On the road – First Division Museum
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Mission Statement

The MVPA Transcontinental Motor Convoy 
Team shall organize and execute a convoy 

of historic and other military vehicles in 
2009. This Team shall retrace the route 

taken by the first US Army 
transcontinental motor convoy, in 1919, 
from Washington, D.C. to San Francisco, 

CA, along the Lincoln Highway.
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Background – back to 1919

• In 1919, the US ARMY decided to plan and execute a motor convoy of 
various vehicles across the country, on the newly-formed Lincoln Highway. 
In general, the route began at the White House, in Washington, DC and 
ended at Lincoln Park, in San Francisco, CA – some 3,250 miles and 62 
days later. This would be the first motor transport convoy – ever – to cross 
the US. The convoy had the following objectives, summarized here:

1. Put the equipment through as grueling a trial as could be devised.

2. Study how the varying road conditions affected each branch of the service.

3. A transcontinental recruiting drive for the Army.

4. Demonstrate the need for good roads.

5. … and the unwritten objective was … to say “thanks” to the American people for 
their support during WWI.
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Agenda

• Executive Summary
• The route and timeline
• Preparation
• Execution
• Wrap-up & Next Steps
• Financial Summary
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Executive Summary

The 2009 MVPA Transcontinental Motor Convoy (“TMC’09”) project was authorized 
by the MVPA BoD as a major group event, with the hopes that it would generate 
internal and Public interest and enthusiasm much like the 1992 Alcan Convoy 
(Rondevous’92) project did. 

This goal appears to have been accomplished!

The TMC’09 project was prepared and executed in such a successful manner as to 
encourage teamwork among the Volunteers, camaraderie among all participants, 
regardless of duration on the Convoy, cheers, tears, waves and salutes from thousands 
of people who wished the Convoy well – from DC to Ligonier, PA to Lodi, CA and SF. 

This project was conducted during the worst global economic recession in 70+ years.

This After Action Report (AAR) identifies key elements of all phases of the project and 
attempts to provide an objective critique of these elements. This will undoubtedly assist 
others in the preparation of follow-on convoy projects.

The financial cost / benefit of this project is yet to be finalized.
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Some data

• We had ~ 225 MVs join the Convoy … with 42 going the full distance!

• We traveled through 11 States plus the District of Columbia.
• We had a WW I MV on the road every day. 
• We passed through or stopped at approximately 350 towns or cities or 

villages. That’s 350!!!!!

• We had the fabulous help of around 50 local teams for our meals and 
lodging and static shows at each of our stopping points & rest days. 

• We parked our MVs along the curb of Constitution Avenue and left DC 
with a Police escort that most people only see on television. 

• We crossed this great country in a 2 – 3 mile long column without 
reservation or restriction and in many places with Police escort. 
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Some more data

• We had “line to line” Police escort in MD, PA and IN.
• We drove our Convoy carefully through a herd of cattle west of Austin NV, 

across an Army base in UT that very few people even know about and 
traveled along and over sections of the Pony Express Trails. 

• We met 2 people that remembered the original Convoy of 1919.

• We had almost all of our meals provided to us at little or no cost to us.
• We consumed 4,956,234 bottles of water (an estimate) and some part of 20 

cases of SPAM.
• We built a replica ¼ ton MBT from donated parts from our MVPA Vendor 

Community with painting & labour from the First Division Museum in 
Cantigny, IL. Thanks so much to Mike Fernandez who managed this 
project. We then towed this trailer from the First Division Museum to SF 
and then carried it to Evansville to be displayed during the Convention.
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A little more data

• We celebrated the 4th of July in a military town and had almost exclusive 
use of our Nation’s TOP GUN school grounds – Fallon NAS.

• We traveled on 1.1 miles of the exact same road that the original 1919 
TMC team drove over.

• Our friends at the Alameda NAS & USS Hornet Museums hosted a great 
finale with a banquet, premier cot accommodations aboard the Hornet and 
wine & cheese with President Roosevelt aboard his “floating Whitehouse”, 
the USS Potomac.

• … this Convoy didn’t go to the “event” – it was the “event”!
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Agenda

• Executive Summary
• The route and timeline
• Preparation
• Execution
• Wrap-up & Next Steps
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The Route

Day 1

Day 26

≈ 3,250 miles
• TMC planning elements:

– Convoy should travel about 175 miles per day (less in the east and more in the west) – averaging 35 
mph convoy speed, following the 1919 route where practical.

– Planned stops are at 1919 stops, where practical
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Timeline & Starting Points – The “Plan”

The daily “Plan” of stopping points was achieved – every day.
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Agenda

• Executive Summary
• The route and timeline
• Preparation
• Execution
• Wrap-up & Next Steps
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Preparation (up to 2 years in advance)

• Items
– Budgeting process, expenditures and cost tracking
– Core team creation and management
– Extended team creation and management
– Route planning, daily targets and special events
– Sponsorship, grants, endorsements & Advertizing
– Establishing Points of Contact in each State and for each stopping point
– Stopping points preparation
– Preparation within each State
– Sponsorships’ Development
– Maps’ preparation
– Comms to group
– Pre-registration and registration
– Participant MV preparation (prior operation, spares, license & insurance)
– Registration kits’ preparation
– Merchandizing plan
– Media Recording of the Convoy - Development
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Early group photo – 2008, Portland
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Preparation – Budgeting process, 
expenditures and cost tracking

Things gone right
• Budget was prepared and delivered, on 

time to the MVPA BoD.
• Use of a requisition system to track all 

procurements.
• Use of a detailed cost tracking file to 

account for all income and expenditures.
• Periodic balance check with MVPA HQ 

information.

Things to be improved
• Based upon the TMC’09 experience, a 

more detailed budget can be prepared for 
subsequent convoy projects.

Commentary
• A budget was initially prepared by the Convoy Project Director and submitted to 

the MVPA BoD. This budget covered 2 calendar years.
• A detailed cost tracking file was maintained to track all income and expenditures 

for this project. It was balanced with an independent balance sheet, maintained by 
the MVPA HQ staff.

• Electronic requisitions were created to cover all substantial expenses. A personnel 
travel expense report form was used to summarize all related T&E, with receipts.
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Preparation -
Core Team creation & management

Things gone right
• EVERYONE did their part on a timely basis.
• Calls were well-attended. Conference call 

approach worked as it should.

Things to be improved
• Should have our photographer on board to be a 

part of the planning.
• Should have a Public Relations / Sponsors’ 

representative.
• Should have a March Unit Leader representative. 
• Should have a finance member.
• Should have an assistant project leader.

Commentary
• A project core team was created by soliciting MVPA Volunteers. The team 

consisted of Advance Party, Merchandizing, Lodging, Route pre-run, Vehicle safety, 
Mapping, “Spares and Repairs”, Website maintenance, Refueling planning, Return 
trip planning, Museums’ contacts and communications.

• This group met by conference call ~ bi-monthly and then monthly in the last 
months.
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The TMC’09 Volunteer Team

• Stu Entz – Fuel - stu@entzlaw.com
• Toby Chandler – Sponsors -

salvarinc@mindspring.com;salvarwest@v
alornet.com

• Art Pope – Advance Party -
APope8@aol.com

• Mark Ounan – AL & VFW Contacts -
mark.ounan@us.army.mil

• Wendy Rowsam – PR, Website & Forum 
Maintenance – warowsam@centurytel.net

• Don Hoye – Filming –
mediature@mindspring.com

• March Unit Leaders:
• Dave Abney at Davesdodgesare@aol.com
• Mark Sigrist at sigrist_wild@msn.com
• Gary Nelson at garynelson@netzero.net
• Chris Brown at odparts@aol.com
• Frank Simon at fandfsimon@sbcglobal.net
• Louis Larson at willysmb@comcast.net
• Lanny Moore – return trucking at 

lanny.moore@cliftoncpa.com

• Dennis Boots – Spare & Repairs, VVA Contacts 
- dennis@dentonboots.com

• Ken Swanson & Debbie Hamilton – Museums -
DHAMILTON6@VERIZON.NET; 
Ken6x6@msn.com

• Florence Simon – Campsites -
fandfsimon@sbcglobal.net

• Lew Ladwig – Pre-run – fladwig@msn.com
• Chris Brown – Vehicle Safety -

ODPARTS@aol.com
• Rick Leenstra, Sr. – MVPA & LHA Contacts -

rick.leenstra@atsid.com
• David Dorson – Comms -

daviddorson@knowire.net
• Ian Wallace – Maps & City Contacts -

iwallace@columbus.rr.com
• Daniel E. Benczedi – Merchandise -

benczedi@sbcglobal.net
• Muriel Shelswell – Hotels -

Mjshelswell@comcast.net
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Preparation -
Extended team creation and management

Things gone right
• The extended team roster was 

generally filled by personnel traveling 
the entire distance. This reduced duty 
transfers.

• The few duty transfers we had were 
well orchestrated.

Things to be improved
• Involve more of the participants 

through assignment of other duties 
including new member check-in, and  
display material management.

• Integrate the MVPA HQ team deeper 
into the project.

Commentary
• Extended team consisted of all March Unit leaders and their “tailgunners”, 

additional communications’ equipment support and the MVPA HQ team.
• These people either volunteered for this duty or were pressed into service during the 

Convoy.
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Preparation -
Route planning, daily targets and special events

Things gone right
• LHA maps & info well defined.
• Lodging @ 1919 sites worked well.
• Daily stopping point targets were reasonable.
• AM & PM “comfort stop” mandatory.

Things to be improved
• Special events that require very specific timing 

are difficult to manage. Don’t commit to them.
• 35 mph ave. speed should be 25-30.
• Identify “comfort stop” locations in advance and 

notify a local team.
• Use detailed State route info more in route 

planning to ensure use of proper street & road 
naming.

Commentary
• National LHA maps were used to plot the route. Delorme PC and State road atlas 

info worked well.
• Daily targeted lunch & overnight stopping points were (with few exceptions) 1919 

Convoy stopping points. This worked well and was easy to motivate local teams.
• Special events ranged from parades to museum visits to dedications to meal 

offerings.
• NEXT Convoy retracing the 1919 Convoy – stop at different locations!
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Preparation -
Establishing “Points of Contact” teams

Things gone right
• Although the support varied, the POC 

team provided OUTSTANDING support 
to the Convoy at every stop covered (a 
small % of the stops were “on our own”).

• Use of conference calls to review progress 
was well managed and attended.

Things to be improved
• Work to eliminate “holes” in local Police 

support for each stopping point (ex: 
Cheyenne, WY and Sacramento, CA).

• Develop a standard POC comms package 
for more comms.

Commentary
• An individual “Point of Contact” (POC) was established for each lunch and 

dinner/overnight stopping location. This person came from the LHA, or a local 
MVPA affiliate or from a local government entity.

• This POC was requested to provide support to the Convoy in a number of areas. 
See next slide for details.
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“Point of Contact” duties

• Contact the local posts of the American Legion, VFW, 
DAV & VVA. One or all of these Veterans' posts will 
likely be able to help us with:

• Arranging to host the Convoy for a meal or 2. Maybe 
they can work together or with the town.

• Help us to approach the local Chamber of Commerce 
and Tourism in the town.

• Help us contact the local town Park.
• Begin to think about what activities we might be able to 

do with them to show our appreciation.
• Contact the town's Chamber of Commerce and/or their 

Bureau of Tourism, that is likely to be quite interested to 
help with:

• Organize our lunch stop (if we're stopping for lunch).
• Organize our overnight stay and rest day, if applicable. 

This should include using the local City Park.
• Work with the local hotels and campgrounds to secure 

no-cost or reduced cost lodging for the Convoy team.
• Work with the local Veterans' Associations to organize 

no-cost or reduced-cost meals for the Convoy.
• Work with the local fuel stations / truck stops to secure 

no-cost or reduced cost re-fueling for the Convoy
• Work with long-time local construction companies to get 

their participation. Some of these companies may have 
their roots in the companies that built the interstate 
system. Check if they are willing to donate some fuel or 
otherwise support this Convoy project.

• Organize a static show or parade (time permitting) in 
conjunction with other activities the City may wish to 
put on.

• Please assume that the Convoy can spend about 2 hours 
@ lunch for a meal and show.

• Please assume that the Convoy can spend about 4-5 
hours @ dinner for a meal and show.

• Please assume that the Convoy can participate in 
activities during the entire day for a rest day.

– … we may not have everyone participating at all events, 
because some folks may have errands to run, repairs or 
service to perform - or simply wish to rest a little!

• Organizing local and County and State Police escort 
through the stopping point towns and other towns along 
the route inside the State.

• Organizing - or at least making contact with the State 
Army National Units to offer them to join the Convoy in 
their State.

• For those overnight stopping points that include a 
Sunday morning – please organize a local Army Chaplin 
to visit the Convoy rallying site before our departure to 
provide spiritual support those folks wishing this service. 

• What does the MVPA TMC'09 project offer in return?
– Offer thanks to our local Veterans and their families for their 

service to our Country.
– Include the Town in our advertising plan.
– Offer a static show and/or parade of our Trucks.
– A "grass roots" thank you as the 1919 Convoy did
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Preparation -
Stopping Points Preparation

Things gone right
• Although the support varied, the POC 

team provided OUTSTANDING support 
to the Convoy at every stop covered (a 
small % of the stops were “on our own”).

• Templates were developed and 
extensively used.

Things to be improved
• Encourage more research into the historic 

background of the early Convoy’s trip in the area 
(photos, living residents, newspaper articles, etc.)

• DO NOT encourage large-scale activities for each 
non-rest day stop – to avoid “over-booking” the 
Convoy’s time.

• Encourage more US A & US AR participation.
• Add the AM & PM “comfort stop” locations to the 

analysis.

Commentary
• The POC at each stopping point was requested to identify a location for the Convoy 

to stop (for lunch or dinner & the overnight stay) as well as any special activities 
while at the stop and the route in & out of the stopping point.
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Preparation -
Preparations within each State

Things gone right
• Great effort from Core and extended team 

members to identify and contact State, 
County and local representatives.

• Templates were developed and extensively 
used.

• Monthly calls used to follow progress.

Things to be improved
• Stress to the POC team the need for local, 

regional & State-level Military 
involvement.

Commentary
• Worked with each stopping point “POC” team to arrange “state line to state line” support of 

the Convoy.
• Support includes State, County and local Police escort along the route, informing local leaders 

of the route and general timing and inviting local Veterans, Military and Government leaders 
to join the Convoy.

• Finally, contact was attempted or made with the State Governor and the State Tourism Board.
• This activity had varied success, generally due to local responsiveness and availability of 

local MVPA and other personnel to make contacts as needed.
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Preparation -
Sponsorships’ Development

Things gone right
• The approach to identify and solicit 

potential Sponsors was workable with 
the limited resources available.

• See the next slide for a summary of 
the Sponsors and their contributions.

Things to be improved
• A dedicated element of the Core team 

must be identified to manage this 
effort.

• Consideration should be given to 
using a 3rd party resource.

Commentary
• Developed and executed a plan to identify and solicit support from Sponsors. These 

perspective Sponsors included the US Army, relevant US Army materiel 
contractors, National news agencies, automotive goods and services suppliers, 
relevant Museums and all States and Cities that the Convoy passed through.

• The objective was to gather materiel and monetary support from Sponsors to cover 
some of the cost of the Convoy.

• The solicitation plan included hard-copy package, email follow-up, phone follow-
up and, in some cases, physical meetings.
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• Lincoln Highway Association – provided maps, local guides, “point of 
contact” support at most stopping points, local advertizing, …

• AM General – covered fairgrounds’ cost in South Bend.
• Delorme – provided State road atlases.
• US ANG PAO – informal (= no $) but STRONG logistics & mentoring 

support in DC & photographic support along the route.
• AHEC – informal (= no $) support in Chambersburg, Gretna & SF, with 

materiel displays and conducting interviews with Veterans on the Convoy.
• First Division Museum – refueled Convoy vehicles, purchased WWII 

reproduction ¼-ton trailer
• Bosselmans Fuel – provided 5 ¢/gal fuel discount while in NE.
• Digital Imaging Services – supplied TMC’09 merchandize w/o mark-up.
• Vintage Video – promotional DVD for the Convoy

Preparation -
Sponsors’ Contributions
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• D&L Bensinger, First Division Museum, Ron Fitzpatrick, Surplus City 
Jeeps, Brian Asbury, Lamar Rowland, Long Olive Drab Line, Peter 
Debella Jeeps – all goods and services needed to construct a reproduction 
WWII ¼-ton trailer. This trailer was picked up in IL, towed to SF, 
transported to the 2009 MVPA Convention and sold to the First Division 
Museum. It will be made available for upcoming MVPA convoys.

• Oliver Davis – covered cost of fairgrounds in Mt Airy, MD
• Each lunch & dinner/overnight stopping point city – provided local / 

county / State Police escort support, most meals at no cost, logistics support 
during repair / maintenance activities, …

• Alameda NAS Museum – hosted the finale banquet and provided space 
for the disbanding activities. Coordinated with USS Hornet to house 
participants. Coordinated with MVCC to provide last-day lunch in SF.

Preparation -
Sponsors’ Contributions – cont’d
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Preparation – Maps

Things gone right
• State-level road atlas-style maps (scale: 1 

inch = 3 miles) were an excellent 
preparation tool for the daily route maps.

• Use of PC-based route map for 
enlargements.

• The daily map packages ranged from 3 – 8 
pages in length with each page split into 2 
sections (in portrait view), thus allowing 
the user to fold the map package in half. 

Things to be improved
• Detail of daily route map to include key 

data, including exit numbers, alternative 
street/road names, prior street to a turn and 
be useable in either direction.

• Creation of daily route maps to be done in 
advance of the Convoy start and copied 
the day before issue – to allow time for 
last-minute corrections.

• Daily route maps should be issued to all 
participants.

Commentary
• Two series of maps were used for this Convoy – the State road atlas series, with 

enlargements of all intersections and cities. The enlargements were generated from 
a PC mapping software. The second series was manually created due to the 
inadequate size of the mapping software-generated “turn-by-turn” maps (too small).

• These daily maps were created and copied daily without proper review. Generally, 
they worked – but they could have been much better. See next slides for examples.

• The daily map sets were issued to all personnel with radios plus all chase/support 
vehicle drivers.
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Preparation – Route Map – example
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Preparation – Daily Map – example
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Preparation -
Communications to Participant Group

Things gone right
• Comms were well received.
• Email comms for 85% meant that postage costs 

were minimized.
• Final approach used to communicate 

accommodation changes was clear to all. 
• Use a short comms package for pre-registered 

personnel to reduce postage cost.

Things to be improved
• Reduce length of comms package to 

reduce postage cost.

Commentary
• Regular communications were made to the MVPA membership through articles in 

SL, whereas specific communications (comms) were made to the Convoy 
participants.

• The content included status of pre-registrations, paid registrations, route 
developments and accommodations developments.

• These comms were delivery via email (85% of roster) and hardcopy+mail for the 
balance.
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Preparation -
Pre-registration & Registration

Things gone right
• Participants appreciated the early 

material.
• Participants appreciated the 2 

registration cost levels.

Things to be improved
• On-Convoy registration must be 

managed by a dedicated team to avoid 
confusion.

• Increase registration costs to cover all 
costs of the convoy.

Commentary
• For all of 2007 and much of 2008 the MVPA membership was requested to identify 

themselves as pre-registered participants. Then, all pre-registered participants were 
asked to pay and thereby register.

• Full route registration cost was set @ $100 per MV and Partial route registration 
cost was set @ $30/MV/day, regardless of number of personnel.

• Each registered participant received a simple thank-you note, an event window 
sticker and shoulder patch set via mail.

• Registration was accepted while on the Convoy.
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Preparation -
Participant MV Preparation

Things gone right
• Most of the MVs operated well, 

notwithstanding that many MVs needed 
on-route support from maintenance. 

Things to be improved
• Stress in the comms the need for the MVs 

to have at least 500 miles logged just prior 
to Convoy launch – emphasizing the 
TMC’09 MV problems experienced.

• Enlist the support of local MVPA affiliates 
to encourage participants to log miles on 
MVs.

Commentary
• All participants were requested to prepare their MVs by driving them at least 1,000 

miles before joining the Convoy – to “shake out” the MV. Not all participants did 
this and several MVs experienced fuel and other problems that would have been 
easily identified with such mileage accumulated in advance of the Convoy.
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Preparation -
Registration Kit Preparation

Things gone right
• Kits were well received.
• Several items were monogrammed in the full kit.
• All items seemed robust and of good quality.
• An “on-Convoy” registration kit was prepared.

Things to be improved
• Like registrations, kit distribution must be 

delegated to a specific team to ensure everyone 
gets their kit. This was not the case 100% and 
confusion and additional shipping cost ensued.

• Control kit content cost to ≤ 60% of registration 
cost.

• Revise kits’ content per attached list.
• Award mileage pins to all participants daily.

Commentary
• Registered participant entry kits were prepared by T. Shelswell & family just before 

the launch and issued during the Convoy, as the participants joined the Convoy (to 
avoid misplacing them).

• A “full” kit was issued with each $100 registration and the “light” kit was issued 
with each partial registration.

• The “full” and “light” kits cost was capped @ $74 and $25 respectively.
• See the next slide for the list of materials in each kit.
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Preparation - Registration Kit
TMC’09 Content
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Preparation -
Registration Kits – Proposed Content
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Preparation -
Merchandizing Plan

Things gone right
• Volunteer sales team was dedicated to the 

retail sales effort for the entire Convoy.
• Pricing was aligned to MVPA 

merchandize.

Things to be improved
• Reduce the daily sales assumptions for 

each item.
• Reduce the number of items offered for 

retail sales. See the next slide.
• Increase retail sales daily timeframe by 

having the sales team arrive ahead of the 
Convoy.

Commentary
• A series of merchandize was designed, which included the material found in the 

registration kits.
• A volunteer team presented the merchandize for sale during some of the lunch stops 

and most evening stops. This team traveled with the Convoy.
• Convoy members received a discount from retail pricing.
• A small percentage of selected items were used for gifts to POC teams.
• Retail sales did not approach the forecasted levels, leaving unsold inventory to 

manage.
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Preparation -
Merchandizing Plan - Proposed
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Preparation -
Media Recording of Convoy - Development

Things gone right
• A professional photographer was used, 

independent of the Convoy participants.

Things to be improved
• Planning must include the photography 

team having their own vehicle to allow 
pre-positioning ahead of the Convoy.

• Planning must include a photographer 
team that includes 2 or 3 people – to 
improve coverage. This team should also 
include a writer to update the daily blog.

Commentary
• An effort was made to secure an external video production company to record the 

Convoy in video and pictures. This proved to be difficult as several companies 
wanted a large cash retainer to field a crew.

• It was assumed that many members would take personal video and photos and that 
this material would be available for consolidation.

• A photographer was finally identified, courtesy of a stopping point POC. 
• A DVD of the trip was planned.
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Agenda

• Executive Summary
• The route and timeline
• Preparation
• Execution
• Wrap-up & Next Steps
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Execution (pre-staging to disbanding)

• Items
– Safety considerations – personnel and 

vehicular
– MV Safety inspections
– Pre-staging activities
– Order of march
– Use of March unit
– Integration of chase or support vehicles
– Daily team responsibilities
– Using the “Buddy System”
– New participant intake during the Convoy
– Convoy comms
– Typical Daily schedule – travel day
– Typical Daily schedule – rest day
– Media coverage
– Merchandize sales on the Convoy
– Disbanding activities
– “The trip home”

• Items
– Setting up the buddy system to keep track 

of all folks.
– New participant intake during the Convoy
– Media Recording of the Convoy -

Execution
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Execution (pre-staging to disbanding)
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Execution – Safety considerations –
personnel & vehicular

Things gone right
• Kit materials were well received.
• Several personnel used the safety 

vests.

Things to be improved
• Enforce the use of the safety vests 

during the daily drivers’ meeting.

Commentary
• Each full / light kit included a safety vest for the MV driver to use along the route 

when out of the MV.
• Each full / light kit included a bright yellow letter-sized card with the word “HELP” 

inserted into a clear plastic sheet protector. This was to be used if an MV was 
disabled along the Convoy route.

• Each full / light kit included a sticker with the phrase “maintain 4s interval” to be 
placed on the inside of the d/s front windshield (when equipped) and without 
obstructing the driver’s view.
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Execution –
MV Safety inspections

Things gone right
• This process was well executed and 

received well by participants.

Things to be improved
• Provide additional support to the 

person leading this effort – to assist 
during times of multiple entries.

Commentary
• Upon registration and arrival at the Convoy, all MVs were given a safety check to 

confirm operation of braking, lights, directional signals and general condition of the 
MV.
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Execution –
Pre-staging activities

Things gone right
• The location (a racetrack north of 

DC) was ideal. The local MVPA team 
was a great help to source supplies, 
inbound shipment repairs, meals and 
latrines.

Things to be improved
• Ensure that the originally planned-for 

trial convoy is executed.

Commentary
• The Convoy team (beginning at DC) began to assemble 3 – 4 days prior to the 

Convoy departure date. This time allowed everyone to perform a final check of 
their MV.

• This time was used to distribute registration kits to all participants onsite.
• This time was initially planned to be used to conduct a trial Convoy trip, but the 

time was happily consumed joining the US Army in celebration of their 234th

birthday at the Pentagon and Fort Belvoir, in VA.
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Execution –
Order of March

Things gone right
• Use of “vehicle march units”.
• Use of signage on the lead and tail 

MVs of each march unit.

Things to be improved
• Coupled with improved daily route 

maps and march unit leader & tail 
gunner training; improve ability of 
each march unit to operate 
individually and out of sight of the 
other elements of the Convoy.

Commentary
• The Convoy was comprised of “vehicle march units” – groups of similar-type MVs 

and our civilian chase or support vehicles.
• The column varied in composition and quantity each day.
• The column was arranged as follows: Police escort, local escort, Convoy 

Commander, motorcycles, sedans, 2.5+ ton, 5/4 ton, ¾ ton, ½ ton, jeep, chase / 
support civilian vehicles, the maintenance team and finally, the Convoy “tail 
gunner”.

• Vehicle march unit signage (Convoy Ahead / Convoy Follows) was used.
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Commentary
• The Convoy column was made up of a number of “vehicle march units”. Each 

march unit was made up to 12 MVs of a similar type (jeeps, 5/4 ton trucks, etc).
• Each march unit had a leader and “tail gunner” with comms and Convoy signage 

(Convoy Follows or Convoy Ahead). These 2 MVs were from the full distance (DC 
– SF) team in order to maintain continuity.

• The march units were required to prepare themselves for departure.
• Each member within a march unit was required to stop if the vehicle in front of him 

pulled out of the Convoy and stopped on the side of the road. This 2-MV team 
would stay together until released from the maintenance team at the next stopping 
point.

Execution –
Use of March Unit

Things gone right
• Overall use of the march unit.
• March unit leader integrating new 

members each day into the march 
unit.

Things to be improved
• Coupled with improved daily route 

maps, work with march unit leaders to 
empower them to review the maps 
and next day’s goals with their team.
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Execution –
Integration of chase / support vehicles

Things gone right
• Integrating the chase vehicles into the 

Convoy.

Things to be improved
• Improve signage for chase / civilian 

vehicle march unit. Suggest window-
mounted flags “Official MVPA 
Convoy Vehicle”, yellow flashing 
light on roof & magnetic door-signs.

Commentary
• Initial plans called for the civilian vehicles to remain outside of the MV Convoy, 

but that group quickly realized how much of the Convoy experience it was missing 
– so it was integrated near the rear of the column.

• This march unit was outfit with a leader, tail gunner, comms and “some” signage.
• These vehicles were sometimes directed to take a less difficult routes, requiring that 

team be self sufficient during those times.
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Execution –
Daily team responsibilities

Things gone right
• The entire team worked together 

every day.
• Many members volunteered to help as 

needed every day.

Things to be improved
• Some people tended to leave for their 

nightly lodging a little early, 
depriving the Public of seeing their 
MV. Need to stress avoiding this.

Commentary
• Each member of the team had the following duties: be on time for 1st gear; do their 

part to integrate into and maintain proper position in the assigned march unit; be 
refueled before turning in for the evening; attending all drivers’ meetings; keep MV 
maintained and available for public viewing at stops; promote the Convoy, the 
MVPA and the MV hobby to the Public; respect the “Buddy System”; take direction 
from Convoy Command team; …
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Execution –
Using the “buddy” system

Things gone right
• Participants respected the buddy 

system.

Things to be improved
• On the first day we temporarily left 1 

MV alone. This error was corrected 
immediately!

Commentary
• Each participant was instructed to establish a buddy, with the intent of each buddy 

ensuring that the other buddy has indeed arrived at each stopping point. The 
buddies may not necessarily be in the same march unit, nor the same person each 
day.

• The use of the Buddy system was emphasized during each daily drivers’ meeting.
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Execution –
New participant intake during the Convoy

Things gone right
• Convoy March Unit leaders contacted 

new participants by phone prior to 
intake to confirm pick up location.

• New participants were at the pick up 
point ahead of time and joined easily.

Things to be improved
• Limit the number of participants’ 

intake along the Convoy route to 5 
MVs at a time with 2 – 3 miles 
between intakes.

• Ensure that each new participant is 
introduced to the basic Convoy rules, 
with a simple card listing the rules.

Commentary
• Intake of participants was accepted anywhere along the Convoy route, including 

stopping points and simply alongside the road.
• Typical number of MVs taken into the Convoy was 1 – 5, but in one case, more 

than 25 MVs were taken in at one instance. This proved to be a huge logistical 
challenge.

• The new participants were assigned to their final march units at the next Convoy 
stop.
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Commentary
• The Convoy used an FM tactical radio kit to maintain communications within key 

elements of each march unit and the column. The radios were provided by MVPA 
member Tim Clark.

Execution –
Convoy Communications

Things gone right
• Use of FM tactical radios for Convoy 

Commander, advance party leader, 
medical leader, maintenance leader, all 
march unit leaders & tail gunners.

• Use of base set mid-column to increase 
range of radio coverage.

• Use single resource to charge & maintain 
and charge all radio batteries.

Things to be improved
• Provide head sets for all radio users.
• Provide a means for all other personnel 

(not assigned a radio) to listen to the radio 
traffic. This radio traffic provided current 
column SITREP data, route changes, 
information on local points of interest, etc.

• Although all Convoy participants were 
encouraged to bring simple FRS-band 
radios for use within their march unit, this 
was finally deemed impractical and not 
pursued.
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Commentary
• All vehicles to be on site and ready to go @ “first gear” – 30 minutes.
• All march unit leaders receive their 2-way radios and daily route map package @ 

“first gear” – 30 minutes.
• All vehicles to be in their assigned March Unit @ “first gear” – 15 minutes.
• All drivers in their vehicles with them running, with lights on @ “first gear” – 5 

minutes.
• Convoy departs @ “first gear” (normally @ 0700 hrs local time).
• “First gear” after the next stop is announced just before the Convoy stops.
• Convoy stops for a “comfort” or rest break during mid-morning. “Everyone out!”

Execution –
Typical daily schedule – travel day
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Execution – Typical daily schedule –
travel day – cont’d

Things gone right
• EVERYONE was ready to go EVERY 

DAY! Impressive!

Things to be improved
• Increase the use of the march unit leaders 

& march unit “tail-gunners” to ensure all 
participants are in place on time.

• Dedicate a volunteer team to hand out 
mileage pins.

• Dedicate a volunteer team to manage 
intake of new participants at the morning 
departure, lunch and dinner stopping 
points.

Commentary
• Convoy stops for lunch ~ noon. Those MVs needing fuel will refuel.
• Convoy stops for a “comfort” or rest break during mid-afternoon. “Everyone out!”
• Convoy stops for dinner ~ 1700 – 1800 hrs local time.
• Mandatory “Drivers Meeting” to welcome new participants, review rules and Q&A.
• All vehicles to be serviced and refueled before ending the evening activities.
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Execution –
Typical Daily schedule – rest day

Things gone right
• All rest day activities were well 

planned and executed.
• Many people simply walked around 

speaking to the participants and 
watched & helped when they wished.

Things to be improved
• Dedicate a volunteer team to manage 

new participant intake.
• IMPORTANT – develop a special 

activity “give back” to the host town.
• Consider a 2nd rest day every 4th rest 

day to allow extra rest.

Commentary
• The rest day was mainly left open for participants to service their vehicles, 

replenish personal supplies, rest and “take in the local sights” of the stopping point.
• During each rest day the host city generally organized a series of activities to 

highlight the Convoy’s presence (static shows, parades, VA home visits, etc)
• For the July 4th rest stop, the Convoy added an additional stop day due to the heavy 

activity on the 4th,
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Execution –
Media Coverage

Things gone right
• The local media coverage was exciting for the 

Convoy participants. Many MVs were 
profiled.

• The Army’s coverage was excellent!

Things to be improved
• Revise the approach to succeed in attracting both 

National and State civilian media coverage. The 
State teams should be integrated into the State 
media coverage program.

• Further develop the integration of the Army and 
Marines into their media coverage of the Convoy.

Commentary
• Several participants were interviewed and profiled by their local media outlets both 

prior to and after the Convoy.
• The Convoy was met by many local newspaper, radio and TV outlets to cover the 

local progress of the Convoy.
• A number of the local newspaper articles were provided to the Convoy team / 

MVPA by participants.
• There was no civilian State or National coverage of the Convoy (although repeated 

attempts were made to solicit support from NBC).
• The US Army covered many sections of the Convoy with local teams. They also 

provided a cover-story + 13 pages of feature articles in the Dec’09 Soldiers 
magazine (both hard-copy and web-based).
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Execution –
Media recording of the Convoy - Execution

Things gone right
• Many photos and much 

video was taken – all of 
good quality.

Things to be improved
• Media crew needs to include a writer to focus upon the daily 

blog and prepare articles to be used later.
• Media crew needs to have several members to spread out 

across the Convoy and route ahead.
• Media crew needs to have 1 – 2 POVs to allow independent 

movement.
• MVPA website should have a location to stage photos.

Commentary
• The arranged photographer joined the Convoy for the entire route. 
• He rode with different MVs to get varying perspectives.
• He used various POVs to move ahead of the Convoy to capture specific video / 

shots.
• He posted some blog comments during several nights.
• Many other participants captured both still photos and video and shared them with 

our photographer. These included US ANG teams.
• This material was used to create an official video and photograph selection.
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Execution –
Merchandize sales on the Convoy

Things gone right
• The inventory was well 

managed and no spoilage 
was noted.

• All materials were of good 
quality.

• Cash was well managed 
with MVPA HQ.

Things to be improved
• Dedicated team must arrive at the next stopping point 

ahead of the Convoy to begin sales earlier.
• The daily sales forecast was over-estimated, or at least not 

in line with the actual sales hours per day (which was none 
if we encountered inclement weather or later than planned 
arrival). Reduce the assumed demand.

• Reduce the range of Convoy-specific items to be offered 
to T-shirts and supplement with standard MVPA items. 
Provide on-line access for follow-up sales.

Commentary
• A plan was prepared and executed to design, procure and sell TMC’09-related 

merchandize during all stop times along the Convoy route.
• Some of this merchandize was included in the registration kits, as well as used for 

goodwill gifts.
• A dedicated team was responsible for managing and selling merchandize each day.
• The Convoy ended with significant unsold inventory left over.
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Execution –
Disbanding activities

Things gone right
• The facilities were large and allowed easy 

access to large semi-trailer transport.
• There were no flat costs to be absorbed by 

the remaining participants.
• The host team provided special “end of the 

Convoy” activities for those participants 
that stayed an extra day or so to enjoy the 
local sights.

Things to be improved
• Improve the estimation of the number of 

participants that would be staying 1 – 2 
days after the end of the Convoy. This 
number was small.

Commentary
• The Convoy planning team arranged with the local team of the final stopping point 

to allow the Convoy participants to stay 2 – 3 additional days to allow disbanding 
activities.

• Disbanding activities included preparing MVs for their return trip and “after-
Convoy” service and repairs.

• This activity was well received, although most participants left the day after 
arriving at the last stopping point.
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Execution –
The trip home

Things gone right
• All participants made their trip home 

without major incident.

Things to be improved
• Encourage the participants to discuss 

their return plans with others that 
have similar plans to create mini 
convoys – to avoid an individual and 
unsupported trip home.

Commentary
• The participants were responsible to organize their trip home. A Convoy team 

member identified trucking resources that participants could use for MV shipment.
• Most participants drove or “trailered” their MVs home with the support equipment 

that they used to bring their MV to where they joined the Convoy.
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Agenda

• Executive Summary
• The route and timeline
• Preparation
• Execution
• Wrap-up & Next Steps
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Project Wrap-up

• Items
– Recognition and awards
– Media Recording of the Convoy – Distribution & Sales
– AAR preparation
– Financial wrap-up of the project
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Group photo – Lincoln Park, SF
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Project Wrap-up –
Recognition and awards

Things gone right
• The recipient list, although long, truly 

represented the list of participants that 
“went above and beyond” during the 
Convoy.

• The awards were consistent in form 
with other MVPA awards.

Things to be improved
• Using this Convoy as a model, the 

subsequent convoy project teams can 
work with MVPA HQ staff to prepare 
these awards in advance – to reduce 
the time-sensitive workload after the 
Convoy that is required to prepare 
these awards prior to the convention.

Commentary
• The Convoy project leader and MVPA HQ agreed upon a list of Convoy 

participants that should receive an award for their extra effort to ensure that the 
participants of the Convoy had a positive experience.

• A series of awards were prepared, ranging from plaques to certificates. All were 
personalized.

• All were presented to the recipients during the next MVPA annual convention, or 
sent to them if they did not attend this convention.
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Project Wrap-up – Media Recording 
of the Convoy – Distribution & Sales

Things gone right
• Many videos and photos from Convoy 

participants have been sent to our 
photographer for consideration.

• Although not complete, the DVD 
preparation is underway.

Things to be improved
• Improve the commitment of other 

professional video production units to 
provide their material – thus reducing 
duplication. The example here is the US 
ANG video taken at the DC starting point 
– which has been poorly shared.

Commentary
• The Convoy Core team arranged to compile and offer for retail sale at least 1 video 

summary of the Convoy of approximately 60 minutes. This was created using 
video, photos and interviews conducted prior to, during and after the Convoy. It 
will be offered for sale through the MVPA “Supply Room” forum.

• A short summary of this video will be used to present the Convoy on the MVPA 
website, at future MVPA annual conventions as well as to present the Convoy 
project to perspective documentary TV event producers or promoters.
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Project Wrap-up –
After Action Report (AAR) preparation

Things gone right
• The AAR was completed and 

delivered to the MVPA BoD and HQ 
for the next spring BoD meeting after 
the Convoy.

Things to be improved
• Add items to be discussed / reviewed 

that were missed or judged 
insignificant by the previous AAR 
documents and their teams.

Commentary
• Convoy Core team prepared an After Action Report (AAR) to summarize the major 

elements of this project, and note what was planned and executed well – and what 
elements need to be improved for the next convoy project.

• This AAR will be issued to MVPA HQ to allow use by other convoy project teams.
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Project Wrap-up – Financial 
wrap-up of the project

Things gone right
• All disbursements and payments were 

accompanied by cheques and 
invoices/receipts.

• All T&E expenses were a part of an 
expense report that was submitted MVPA 
HQ for approval prior to payment.

Things to be improved
• Maintain the project cost tracking file with 

quarterly or even monthly reconciling with 
HQ data.

Commentary
• A project cost-tracking spreadsheet was maintained by the Convoy project leader. 

This was completed with all final on-Convoy costs after the project completion and 
provided to MVPA HQ for review an approval.

• MVPA HQ rationalized this project cost tracking against the actual monies received 
and disbursed and variances were solved.

• This file was shared with MVPA HQ on a regular (minimum annual) basis.
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Last slide and Thank-you!
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